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The national grange met in .'58th annual session at Portland, Ore., Nov. 16.
The armory where the meetings were
held was elaborately decorateu and a
notable feature was the fruit exhibit
from Oregon and Washington. At the

ollectlon l>cpartment.
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eveniug public session Augustus High,

Surgeon Dentist,
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past master of the Washington state
grange, presided. Gov. Chamberlain of
the state of Washington delivered the
address of welcome and National Master
Jones responded in his characteristic
vein. Mayor Williams of Portland extended the hospitalities of the city and
Gov. Bachelder of New Hampshire responded to his words of welcome.
Speeches were also made_ by B. G. Leedy, master of the Oregon state grange,
and by Hon. Ε. B. Norris, master of the
New York state grange.
National Master Joues delivered an address which was an exhaustive treatment of the various subjects that present
themselves for the consideration of the
national body.
Twenty-iive thousand
copies of the address were ordered
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Abernethy grange of Oregon presented the presiding officer with a gavel
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commission, a pure food law, extension of the market for farm products
in foreign countries, construction of a
ship canal from the Mississippi river to
the grau lakes and from the great lakes

Fertilizers and Cover Crops*
V. P. DeCoeter, of Buckfleld, raises hie
own trees front seed, his staple dressing
being barnyard manure. He had au
orchard where sheep had run, and there
was not one apple in ten that was not a
perfect specimen. S. H. Dawes said his
orchard is in grass land, as three-quarters of the orchards of Maine are, and
never had he raised so large a crop of
grass as the present year; the aftermath
formed so soft a
carpet that apples
dropped from the trees without injury.
He allows sheep to run in the orchard
part of the time. He raised 048 barrels
of apples and seventy of pears, and hi·
apples took first prize in the state exhibit. Mr. Dawes stated that he bought
three tons of chemicals and mixed them
himself. This is bis formula and method
Nitrate of soda, 350
of application:
pounds; sulphate of ammonia, 150
pounds; sulphate of potash, 230 pounds;
acid phosphate, 2*20 pounds; keieeret 50
pounds. All are thoroughly mixed and
sown on the surface under the tree, out
a little farther than the limbs extend,
at the rate of ten pounds to a medium
sized tree, from May 1 to 10, or as soon
as the blossom buds begin to open.
Professor Munson, in his talk of experiments and results, favored cover
crops, cultivation and high grade fertilizer, his formula being 3 per cent nitrogen, 8 per cent potash and 6 per cent
phosphoric acid.—Tribune Farmer.
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Marketing the Crop.
which the gavel was produced was planted by Kev. A. F. Waller, a Methodist
Dr. Twitchell, in an able paper on
Attorneys at Law,
minister, who went to Oregon in the "Our Markets," took the ground that
MAINE.
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40's as a missionary. The tree fewer varieties of apples should be plantEllerj C. "ark
early
Herrlck.
\ Mlaon K.
grew on the main street of Portland un- ed in Maine, and that more attention
disturbed for 60 years, being removed should be paid to having good color,
t!|S 3. HARLOW,
backed by quality, together with a betonly four years ago.
At the second day's session the na- ter size and shape. The box he conAttorney at Law,
tional officers made their reports. Na- sidered preferable to the barrel as a
MAINS.
IHXllSLP.
tional Treasurer, Mrs. E. S. McDowell package, and he would use only the best
of Rome, Ν. Y., reported balances aud apples put up attractively.
M l.ONULEY,
In regard to the extermination of the
receipts for the year to be $52,710.85,
on
expenses 319,013.10, leaviug a balance
gypsy and broWn tailed moths, he
Hot
and
of
hand
$33,203.75.
thought it obligatory upon the state to
Plrmbing. Steam
The roll call of states showed the take the financial part of the matter in
Water Heating.
grange to be in Nourishing condition charge, and discussion by the society
everywhere. New Hampshire reports should be followed by some organized
MAINE.
NORWAY.
266 subordinate and 10 Pomona granges movement to this end, else it were well
and a grange tire insurance organization nigh useless.
He said that there should be a fruit
having myre than $7,000,000 in policies.
W'KHiHT Λ WIIEELER.
More than 100 members of the order marks act whereby the correct branding
at Law,
have just been elected to serve in the of fruit would be assured, which, to be
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New Hampshire legislature and a grange thoroughly effective should be national;
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school law will probably be euacted this legislation in this direction he considerAIton C. Wheeler.
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ture there.
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eont'e town of Paris will
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grauges agricultural education, as working in the
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the past year and the total state mem- old ruts is largely responsible for the
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bership is 47,772. Thirteen new grange
young men of the rural communities
notice that he
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The National grange led by that loyal
They have 520,000 in the state
Four hundred grange halls are owned friend of agriculture, Gov. Bachelder of
are -4
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Hampshire, wisely, we think,
by subordinate granges. Thereis
rapid- adopted for its national Horal emblem
iu one county. West Virginia
There is about (he Indian corn, thus recognizing the
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four times a dav, through the neat j
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pocket inhaler that comes with every in' grange tire insurance companies labor of the farmers. A few years ago
outfit, aut! benefit will be seeu at once. which have been in existence 25 years.
and even the members of the granges
Continue this treatment for a short time,
The executive committee's report were led to endorse the goldenrod as a
ami your catarrh will have been cured
showed that the property of the national state emblem and in some sections tbe
by Hyomei.
consists of 20 farm mortgages field daisy was advocated. That such
There is no roundabout way in Hyo- grange
amounting to $40,300, deposits in sav- movements resulted from impulse was
niei's medicinal action; it does not try to
in fiscal
readily to be seen and because the weed
ings banks $12,712, amount
cure a disease of the head by puttiug
investment of selected was without intrinsic worth
a total
$20,490,
agency
medicine in the stomach. It tills the air
which
and did not represent thought, purpose
$00,199, or a total of $80,000,
you breathe with balsamic healing, that shows an increase during the year of or labor -on the part of any one, it was
soothes the irritated and smarting memNow the patrons will
soon forgotten.
brane, destroys the germs of catarrh that $9,293,367.
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air you mail service
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a most efficient parcels post system
appropriate
breathe will be like that on the mounis in- selected and the members of the National
that the rural free delivery system
tains high above the sea level, tilled with
without the adriitiou of pro- grange proved their loyalty to the involatile, antiseptic fragrance that heals complete
visions for the delivery of parcels. The dustry which called the order into exand cures the irritated mucous mema parcels
istence, by promptly adopting the goldcommittee did not advocate
brane of the air passages.
drive the express com- en corn.—Maine Farmer.
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sion, was referred back to the specie land Farmer.
hours, 10:30 A. M. to 4 p. M.
committe for revision.
Examined free.
The committee on transportation sub
Some cows seem to enjoy the lively
mitted its report which was unanimous
we sometimes whistle at milking
s
ly adopted. It favors a more effect!» jigs and others do not like them so well,
for Mule.
time,
interstate commerce law.
but prefer the old-fashioned, "long-horn·
shoats for sale
A number of
The report of the legislative com
ed" tunes our grandfather* used to sing
mittee was also adopted, recommendini I
B. F. CUMMINGS,
at meeting. Suit jour tunes to the ternthe extension of rural free delivery sy«
elet perament of the cow you are milking.
South Pari·.
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There is fitness in all things, and this
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KILLS CATARRH GERMS-

Tenney,

Oculist,
3d

Tuesday,
Eyes

good

/

*

to me tbe afternoon of the 28th and sat gazing at
uie with η melancholy air, nor offered
to read Will Shakespeare, though he
filled my pipe and pressed hard upon
me a cup of lïurgundy.
u
"pWji| give tlice heart, Harry." he
said, "and surely now thy wounds be
so far healed 'twill not inflame them,
and. in any case, why should good
s;<hit Inîinnio wou:i V: Sin l e hard as
tlioti canst, poor Ilarry. If thou wilt
not drink. for I have something to tell

Parson Downs

merce

to he Atlantic ocean, the construction
of the isthmus canal, national aid for
highways and vigorous opposition to
any attempt to repeal the ûrout oleomargarine law.—New England Farmer.
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[continued.]
My Lord Robert Killing. who had

to the ball at Cavendish Court
that long last year, was a distant kinsman of our family and unwedded, but
a man wlu> went through the world
with a silly leer of willingness toward
all womankind. And 'twas this very
trait perhaps which accounted for his
fome

remaining unwedded, although

a lord,
though the fact that his estates were
encumbered may have had somewhat
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1 heard t:.i? key grate ni the luck, und
turn (I u»y ..vie, ;uul there she was, the
biehsing of my whole life, though I felt
tliiit 1 must not take it. Close to me
elle came ami knelt, and leaned her
cheek agaiust mine, and stroked back
my wild hair.

"Ilarry, Ilarry,' she whispered, and
nil her dear face was tremulous with
love and joy.
"Thou art no convict, Ilarry." she
said. "Thou didst not steal the ring,

Mary

to do with it. He that as it may, he
lived alone, except for a few old serrants. and was turned sixty when,
long after my transportation, he
wedded his co;>k. who gave him three
(laughters and one son. to whom the
estate went, but the ring and the letter
The letter,
came to the Cheluisfords.
which 1 afterward saw, was a most
curious thing, both as to composition
and spelling and chirograpliy, for his
was 110 scholar. And since the

confesses her love

lordship

letter is but short I may perhaps as
well give it entire. After this wise it
John
ran. being addressed to Colonel
Chelmsford, who .was his cousin,

though considerably youuger:

Dear Cousin (so wrote my Lord Ealing).
—When this reaches you I shall be laid
in silent tomb, where, perchance, I shall
in
be more at peace than I have ever ben
I
a wurld, which either fitted me not, or
did not tit. At all odds there was a sore
was
If
it
mistit betwixt us In some way.
the blam of the world, good rldance and
which
purden, If It was my blam, let them
1 send
made me come to acount fo'rt.

with

herewith my great emruld rlngg,
dlmends which 1 suspect hath been the
means of sending an inosent man into
I had a mind some years agone to
■lavery.
wed with Caterln Cavendish, and she bcln
a
a hard made to approche, having ever
stiff turn of the sholder toward me.
though I knew not why, I was not willln
to resit my sute by word of mouth, nor
having never a gift in writln by letter.
And so. knowln that mades like well such
things, I bethought me of my emruld ring,
and on the night of the ball, I being upstair in to luy off my hatt and cloak,
stole privily Into Catherin'· chamber, she
being a-dancln below, and I laid the ring
her dreslng table, thlnkln that she
on
would see it when she entered, and know

love token.
then 1 went myself below, and
Caterin. she would have none of me. and
made up such a face of ice when I approached, that methought I had maybe
wasted my emruld ring. So after a little
was not
up the stare I stole, and the ring
where I had put it. Then thlnkln ^hat the
ring had been stole, and I had neither
that nor the made, I raised a great hue
and cry. and demanded that a search be
maid, and tho ring was found on Mastef
Wlngflcld. and he was therefor transported. and I had my ring again, and myself
knew not the true fact of the case until
it for
And
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Then feeling that I had not much lunger
to live, I writ this, thinking that Master
Wlngfleld was In a rich country, and not
In sufferln. nnd a few months more would
make not much odds to him. The face of
the case, cousin. I knew from Madam
Cavendish's old servant woman Charwhe came to my sister when the

lotte,
Cavendlshs left for Virginia, having a
fear of the sea. and later when my sister
died, to my wife, and died hut a year

what
agonc. and In her deathbed told me
She told me truly, that she
she knew.
did see Madam Cavendish on the night of
the ball go Into Caterln's chamber, and
espying my emruid ring on her dressing
tuble, take it up and look at it with exceeding astonishment, and then lay It
down not on the spot whereon I had left
It. but on the prayer book on the little
stand bvsMe her bed. and then go down-

frowning.
ibis same Charlotte, having lltle
Interrst In life as to her own affairs, and
forced to suck others, if she would keep
her wits nourished, being watchful, saw
me enter, and miss the ring, and heard
And
the hue and cry which I raised.
then she still watching, saw Master Harwas searchwith
others
who
Wlngfleld.
ry
ing the house for the lost treasure, stop
as h·.· was passing the open door of Caterln's chambcr. because the green light ot
the emru'd Pxed his eyes, and rush In
ar-1 srert te the ring upon his person.
This Charlotte saw. and told Madam
Cavendish, wh > bound her over to sccres.v
to save the hoiiDur of the family, believing that her own crnnddaughter Caterin

stairs.
Tlu'n

the thief.
This ipistle. cousin. Is to prove to you
th.it Cntrrln was no thief, but simply a
coltl m-'ld, who hath no love for cither
hearts or gerrs. but cf that I complain
If
not. havln as I believe, wedded wisely,
not to please my famly. and three daughters and a s>:j. bath my Betty given me.
and most exceed In fine tarts hath she
made, nnd puddene. and I die content,
with this hist writ to thee, cousin, to clear
Caterin Cavendish, and may be of an inwas

nrsent gentleman likewise.
No more from thy cousin

EALING.

On»· strange feature there was about
this lotte:·, which the writer had not foreseen—while it elearal nie well enough
Catherine throws herself
on the floor of Harry's cell

was at last cleared
in the minds of all who knew me well
and for others I cared not.
date
My term expired Boon after that
and though I chose to remain in Vir

verily believe that I

thine in any case."
"I aui still a convict, sweetheart," I
said, but. I fear, weakly.
"Harry," she cried out, "thou wilt not
let that stand betwixt us now'/"
"How can I let thee wed with a convict if I love thee?" I said. "And know
you not that this letter of my Lord

Ealing's clears me not legally?"
"That I know," she answered, frowning, "because thy brother hath consulted half the lawyers in England ere
he came. I know that, my poor Harry,

but what is that to us?"
"I cannot let thee wed η convict, a
with his honor stained, dear
man
heart," I said.
Then she tlxed her blue eyes upon
mine with such a look as never I saw
in mortal woman. She knew at that
time what sentence had been fixed
the tobacco
upon nie for my share in
riot, but I did not know, and then and

there she formed such a purpose as
sure no maid, however great her love
for a man, formed before.
"Wait and see what manner of woman she is who loves thee, Harry," she
said.

CHAPTEU XXI.
LAY i» prison until the 29th
day of May, Royal Oak day.
I know not quite bow it
came to pass, but none of
in ν brother's efforts toward my release met with any success. I beard
afterward some wliispers as to the
cause being that so many of high de*
grec were concerned in the riots, and
that if I. » Pl,or devil of a convict

b}.
tutor, were let off too cheaplj.
then the rest of them must be let loose
only at a rope's end, and that it would
never do to send me back to Drake
Hill scot free while Sir Humphrey
Hyde and Major Robert Beverly and
my Lord Kates and others were in durance, and some high in office in great

^

danger of discovery.

At all events, whatever may ha\».
been the reason, my release could not
be effected, and in prison I lay for all
those days, but with more comfort,

since either Catherine or Mary-Mar}
I think 11 must have been—made a
curtain for my window which kepi out
that burning eye of the western sun
and also fashioned a gnat veil to overspread my pallet, so the Ilies could not
I knew there were others
-et at me.
|„ prison, but knew not that three of
them were led forth to be bung, which
might have been my fate bad 1 been
nor knew that
a free man.
was released on condition that be build

it

betwixt you

and

me,

from

me.*

It roomed that my brother had

commissioned him so to do.
"
"fis a shame. Ilarry." he said, "and

I will assure thee that all that could
be done hath be n, and if now there
were less on guard and a place where
thou couldst hide with safety the fleetest horse in the colony is outside, If
thou wert strong enough to sit him.
And so thou escaped I would care not
if never I saw him again, though I paid
a pretty penny for him and love him
better than ever I loved any woman,
since he springs to order and stands
without bitching and with never a
word of nagging in my ears to make
me pay penance for the service. What
a mnn with a good horse and good
wino and good tobacco wanteth a wife
for passcth my understanding, but I
know thou art young and the maid is

fair one.
Faith, and she was in
such sore «miction this morning because of thee. Harry, as might well
console any man. Had she been Ba-

>«
It may be I could mention It.
I like not mentioning covert wills, but
onlv such as be downright and cxer
cised openly in the faces of ail men.

I lav there tut so uncomfortably, being
toa,van· of a Croat .U-llsl.t .lint the

Itulonl

bacco wax cut. whether
It was on many plantations, and the
king cheated out of great
This end of proceedings, with no
Bacon to lead us. diu not surprise nor
disappoint me. Then. too. the fact that
I was cleared of suspicion of theft in
the eyes of her I loved and her family,
at least, tilled me with an ecstasy
which sometimes awoke me from slumAnd though I was
ber like a pain.
of no. as

wea,tJV

less my innocence was proved worl
wide, and to shield her at all costs to
myself, vet sometimes the hope that
her
after years I might be able to
and not Injure her started up within

wej

"

She came to see me whenever she
could steal away. Madam
being still In that state of aatred
he
against me for my participation In

Cavf"^j

riot though otherwise disposed enough
to clve her consent to our marriage on
And every day came my
the spot.
brother John and Catherine, and now
And the
and then Parson Downs.
parson used to bring me choice spirit·
In his pocket, and tobacco, though I
could touch only the latter for fear ο
Inflaming my wounds, and be used
to sit and read me some of Will
Shakespeare's plays, which he bore under his cassock, and a prayer book

So saying, down he
lad."
himself betwixt me and the
aery western window, and I got to
believe more In his Christianity than
ever I bad done when I had heard him
*
hold forth from the pulpit.
'Twos from him I knew the sad pe
altv which they flx?d upon for uie for
the 29th of May, that being Royal Oak
day, when they celebrated the Restoalid more or less in
in
needst

would'sit

ration

England

and on which a great
junketing had been arranged, with
races and wrestling and various sports.
the colonics

nt the thought o( the ignominy to Uotv Trcanera ('nine (o IJe I'opulnr.
which they would put me. I besought
Trousers came into use tor general
that the lieutenant governor should l>e wear with the French révolution. The
summoned and he |>etItioned to make gentlemen, the supportera of royalty
my offense u capital one. I strove to i nil sound constitutional principles,
rise from my couch, and the vague wore breeches.
The "sans culottes,"
thought of finding a weapon and com- who denounced every one who wore
mitting some crime so grave that the breeeliee, finally went beyond their opstocks would he out of the question as ponents and wore twice as much cloth
α punishment for it was in my fevered around their legs—in a word, adopted
the modern trousers and made them
brain.
"As well go to a branch of a locust the badge of a party. Napoleon, who
tree blown by the Mi^y wind with was too thin at one period of his life
for ail seeking noses as to mid too stout at another to lojk his
man

honey
Chichely," said Parson Downs. "And best In small clothes, nevertheless wore
as for the burgesses, they nre afraid them on state occasions after lie had
of their own necks, and some of us been crowued emperor. His army was
there be would rather have thee sit the first that wore trousers, and they
In stocks than lose thy life, for we kept progress step by step with the
hold thy life dear, Harry, and some man-h of the French legions.
The French trousers were seen in
punishment it must be for thee, for
thou didst shoot a king's otlicer, though Egypt, In Spain, in Italy, in Germany.
In l'oland aud in Russia, and with
with a poor aim, Harry."
Then I said again, with my heart like them the neat gaiter. 1'eople thought
the manner in which a great cona drum in my ears, that I wished it bad that
nation clad its legs was the
been better, though naught I had quering

as I learned
afterward lie had striven all he dared
for my release, but the militia, beinp
under some suspicion themselves, had

against Robert Waller, and

to act witli caution In those days.
Presently, while the parson was yet
with me, my brother John came in, and
verily, for the first time, I realized that
Down on his
we were of one blood.
knees beside me he went.
"Oh, Harry," he cried, "I have done
ail that I could for thee, and vengeance
I will have of some for this, and they
shall suffer for it. that I promise thee.
To fix such a penalty as this upon one
of our blood!"
"John," I whispered, grasping his

hand hard, "I pray thee"—
Catherin· interrupt·

an

interview

con's widow she had not wedded again,
but gone widow to her death.
"Thou shouldst have seeu her, lad.
when I ventured to strive to comfort
lier with the reflection that her sinterwas not

minded to retreat.
Keep Mary
Cavendish's love, when she be wedded
to thee, Harry, for there is little compromise with her for faults, unless
she loveth, and she hath fourni out that
Cicely Hyde betrayed the plans of the
plant cutters, and for lier and Madam
Bacon her sweet tongue was like a
was

Uery lash, and Catherine was as bad,
though silent. Catherine, unless I be
greatly mistaken, will wed thy brother
John, but unless I be more greatly mistaken. she loveth thee. And now, my
poor Harry, wouldst know what they
will do to thee tomorrow?"
I nodded my head.
"They will even set thee iu the stocks.
Harry, at the New field, before all tinpeople at the sports," said Parson
Downs.

I truly tillnk. that 1Γ i'arsou uowns
bad Informed me that I was to be put
to the rack or lose my bead It would
not have so cut me to the heart. Something there was about a gentleman of
Englaud being set in the stocks which
detracted not. only from the dignity of
the punishment, but that of the offense.
I would not have believed they would
have done that to me, and can hardly
believe it now. Such a punishment had
I
never entered into my Imagination,
being· a gentleman born and bred and
whereas
my crime being a grave one,
the stocks were commonly regarded for
the common iolk who had committed

swearing oi
petty offenses,
I could not for
Sabbath breaking.
some time realize It, and lay staring at
such

as

Parson Downs, while he tried to force
the Burgundy upon me and started in
alarm at my paleness.
Parson Down· unfold·
Hi· «vil news

"Why, confound it. Harry." he cried,
"1 tell thee, lad. do not look so. Hadst
thou killed Bob Waller instead of
tvounding him ir would have been thy
life instead of thy pride thou hadst
forfeited."

"I wish to God I had!" I burst out,
yet dully, for still I only half realized

It all.

"Nay, Harry," declared the parson,
"thy life is of more moment than thy
pride, and as to that, what will it hurt

thee to sit in the stocks an hour or so
for such a cause? 'Twill be forgot in
I pray thee, have some
a week's time.
Burgundy, Harry; 'twill put some life

Into thee."
"
"Twill never be forgot by me." said
I
and Indeed it never has been, and
I know not why it seemed then und
seems now of η finer sting of bitterness
thau my transportation for theft
Presently I. growing fully alive to the

state of th',· matters, wrought up myself into such a fever of wrath and remonstrance that it was a wonder that
my wounds did not open. I swore that
submit to such an indignity I would
not; that all the authorities in the
colony should not force me to sit in
the stocks; that I would have my life
first, and I looked about wildly for my
own sword or pistols, and seeing them
He
not besought the parson for his.
strove in vain to comfort me. I was
weukened by my wounds and there
still
was, I suppose, something of fever
lingering in my veins for all the bleeding. and for a space I was like a mad-

An Ancient Foe
To health and happiness is Scrofula—
as ugly as ever since time immemorial.

It causes bunches in the neck, dismucous
figures the skin, inffciuies the
membrane, wastes tho muscles, weak·

of
ens the bones, reduces the power
resistance to disease and the capacity
for recovery, and develops into con-

sumption.

the left side of

"A bunch appeared on
was lanced,
my neck. It caused great pain,
and became η running sore. I went Into a
to try
general decline. I was persuaded
Hood's Snrsaparilla. and when I had taken
six bottl< s my neck was healed, and I have
kind since."
never had any tronble of the
Μκβ. Κ. T. S.NYnitn. Troy, Ohio.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

and Pills

will rid you of it, radically and permanently, as tLey have rid thousands·

peal.

solemn flunkies take it away and Ιιιΐιιμ
you another plate aud some other tiling
to peck at awhile.
"Sometimes It happens that this one
thing Is a big, defiant looking tomato.
To sit In one's choir, gazing at tinlast course which the fiunky has Just
put on; to realize that this entire

time It got the chance.

The scene Is

heartrending."

Hut he guessed my meaning. "Nay.
Harry," he cried, "better tlds, for If I
went back to our mother and told her
that thou wert dead, after her Ιοημ
slight of thee and the long wrong we
have all done thee, it would be a sorer
fate for her than the stocks for thee."
But I pleaded with him by the common blood in our veins to save me from
this ignominy, and my fever Increased,
and he knew not how to quiet me.
Then in came Catherine Cavendish, and
what she said had some weight with

"For shame!" she said, standing over
with lier face-as white an death,
but with resolution'in her eyes, "for
shame. Harry Wlngtleld! Full easy it
is to he brave on the battlefield, but it
takes a hero to quail not when his vanme,

Have not as good men
thou, and better, sat In the stocks!
And think you that it will make any
difference to us, except as we siiiïei
with you? And 'tis harder for my ρυοι
sister than for thee, but she makes nc
complaint, nor sheds a tear, but goes
about with her face like the dead and
such a look In her eyes as never I saw
there before. And she told me to say

ity he assailed.

as

to thee that she could not come today,
but that she would make amends and
that thou hadst no cause to overworry,
and I know not what she meant, but
tiiis much I do know, a brave man ie
a brave man whether it be the scaffold
or the stocks, and—and—thou hast got-

Father and DanKhler.
Is there any fairer relationship in tin
wide world than tills between f;·.titer
and young daughter? Its only rivals
are the ties between mother and son.
mother and daughter and father and
To the budding womanhood tli.it
eon.
skips and pranks beside him the settled

of affairs betrays the sliy chivalry
as he retains the innoso long
cence of his affections, nestles at his
For her he remembers again
heart.
the gallant days of his youth: he plot es
poetry, brings out for her amused and
affectionate inspection dreams and
hopes long laid by in the < edar chests
For her sake he goes
of memory.
again into society, consents to dress for
dinner, is careful of his manners and
The graces of life trail
hie speech.
into his consciousness with the soft
tnau

that,

ewlsli of her lengthening skirts.
per's Bazar.

Har-

A Slav* of Prnupprltj·.
Mrs. Porter bad married late in lift·
and married a rich man after years of
prudent scrimping and mucb care.
"How does Annabel look?" asked one
of Mrs. Porter's old neighbors of another who had been visiting the bride
"Does she appear satisof a year.

fled?"

"Oh, yes, she's satisfied and happy
and all that," said the old friend slowly, "but you know folks can't get
wonted to things all of a sudden, and
so there will eotne times now and
again when Annabel looks as if the
kettle was b'lHn' over and she was

ten thyself into a fever, Harry."
With that she bade my brother John tied band and foot so she couldn't get
get some cold water from the Jailer, to the stove. It's not for me to say
anil she bathed my head and arranged how she feels."
same skill
my bandages with that
which she had showed at the time
Tin· True Mrmilnir of "WoVry.**
when I was bruised by the mad horse,
The generic and much i-overhu: term
and my brother looked on as if only of "worry" is often the name for a
And trouble the essential part of which Is
half pleased, yet full of pity.
Catherine, us she bathed my head, told the "dlfttcuity of making up the mind."
me how Major Beverly and Sir Hum- Those who can read between tin- lines
phrey were yet conllnod on shipboard, discern also In many a case of suicide
and Dick Harry was in the prison not the same difficulty as the Until cause
far from rue, and Nick and Ralph which plunged a weak and distracted
Drake were in hiding, but my I.ord Intelligence Into the ultimate catastroEstes was scot free on account of his phe. Sooner than continue the struggle
relationship to Governor Culpeper. and with doubts, alternatives and perplexihad !>een to Drake Hill, but Mary ties the mind that cannot be "made
would not see him.
And she said, furthermore, that her
grandmother did not know that I was
to bo set in the stocks, and they dared
not tell her. as she was grown so feeble

since the riot—at one time Inveighing
against me for my disloyalty and saying that I should never have Mary,
though I was cleared of my disgrace
and no more a convict, and at another
time weeping like a child over her poor
Harry, who had already suffered su
much and was now In prison.
Catherine in that way. which none
but a woman hath, since it pertains
both to love and authority, brought me
to my senses, and I grew both brave
and shamed at the same time, and yet

:.;.e had gone never was anything
the sting of that ignominy which
was ι rep a red for me on the morrow.
the
M::t.*y a time had I seen men in
stocks, and passed them by with no
ridicule, for that. It seemed to me. beto the same class of folk as the

longed

up" is overthrown
Lancet.

the

pale girls

Scott's

on

why

reasons

give all
Scott's

Emulsion restores the strength
and flesh and color of good
health to those who suffer
from sick blood.
The fact that it is the best
preparation of Cod Liver Oil,

rich in nutrition, full of healthy
stimulation is a suggestion as

protruding

why

it does what it does.

Scott's Emulsion presents

stocks.
at
its best,
I recalled the faces of all I had ever Cod Liver Oil
I
seen therein and wondered whether
least in
in
fullest
would look like this or that one. I remisby
then»
taste.
pelted
membered seeing
chievous boys, and as the dusk thickin
women
ened It seemed alive with jeering faces
"
"
teens are
and my ears rang with jibes. I said to
was
myself that now Mary Cavendish
disease of the
of
the
farther from me than ever before.
there
wretchedness
in
Some dignity of
conmight be in the fate of a convict
nervousdemned unjustly, but none in the fate
treatment
of a man who sat In the stocks for all ness,
the people to gaze and laugh at.
with Scott's Emulsion.
I said to myself that that cruelest
in
ridiculous
made
be
fate of any—to
It is a true
and
the eyes of love—was come to me,
to the cure
and
gone. is
love henceforth was over
And thinking so, those grinning and of the
sickness from
faces multiplied, and the air

strength,

Young

their
permanently cured

peculiar

blood which shows itself
paleness, weaknessand

by regular

blood food and

naturally adapted
blood

Jlbberlng

I trow I was
rang with laughter, and
In a high fever all night

[TO

B1

which

so

many young
suffer.
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A Prank Tribute.

"She ie beautiful," said the studious
girl, "but she is not accomplished."
"My dear," answered Miss Cayenne,
"there Is no accomplishment more difficult than being beautiful."—Wash-

ington

Star.

Kobert L\ So! c.; .; was a
famous poker player. .1 u.si a week lie
tore his «lentli lie sat around a table lu
his own bouse with General Schoticl.1,
General Itucker and two United State#
It was a jaek pot. Κ very
senators.
body had passed up to Schcuck, who
promptly opened it for the limit. Ou»'
of the senators raised, the général raised back, and the senator stayed. C:!«'h
drew one card. Theii the betting began, fast and furious. Finally the senator said:
"Générât. I have you beaten. 1 think
I have a sure thing, and 1 don't want
to bet any more money ou this kind of
hand."
"But I don't think you have me beatWhen I get enough of it I will
en.

a

quit."

So the merry war of chips recomThen the senator renewed
menced.
his proposition and offered to fatten the
stakes by a wager of a dinner for the
tlve gentlemen present. This was accepted. General Schenck had four

The senator had, a straight
nines.
Hut the little dinner for the
tlush.
tlve never came off. Two «lays before
the evening set for it General Scheuck
died.
Out· Should Bat.

One of the much discussed questions
of the day on which there are almost
as many opinions as Individuals is the
quantity of food one sh«»:i!d eat. doctors all agree that the majority of people eat too much. Babies from the day
of their birth «re for. ed to eat too
much, and they grow up with this arti-

The most reasonable
ficial appetite.
estimate yet made is probably that
which fixes one-twentieth of the average weight of the body as the average
daily quantity required. If yon weigh
140 pounds you
pounds of food.

should consume seven
This Includes drink
Hut It is ridicuas well as solid food.
lous to set down a hard and fast rule.
Such a quantity might kill some, and
there Is a case on record of a man
wasting away on a diet of seven
He
day.
or eight pounds of food a
eut down bis diet to three-quarters of
of ll<piid and the saine of
a pound
solid food, and as a result he grow
stout and lived to a ripe old age.
91a m rat- liny For <;amt-N of
The Siamese are devoted to

(

fiaiire.

the boilday making and ceremonies ami processions which accompany 11 « most
important anniversaries or in idi iits of
life, death and religion and which
cause an induite amount of m wry to
be squandered and time lost.
They love games kiteflying, a sort
of shuttlecock football ami lighting
with cocks, crickets, beetles an I fish,
tliotrrh it is to be surmised that the

main attraction of these pursuits consists in the scope thereby afforded for
belting and gambling, which are the
cardinal national vices.
Λ Siamese will stake money on anything. Licensed gambling houses exist in the cities and are a large source
of income to the government. »liich
farms out the monopoly. Λ royal lottery is extensively patronized in Hangnon.

Klnroen of Knxravrr·' Line·.
In St. John's college, Oxford, is preserved a portrait of Charles 1. in which
the engraver'» lines, as they seem to
be, are really microscopic writing, tho
face aluuc cuutainiuK »H the book uf
l'sa lms, with the creeds and several

forms of prayers.
The learned Ponton is known to have
indulged in this species of curious idleness
occasionally, and perhaps tliu
Greek verses from the .Medea oi L.uripides, with Johusou's translutiou of
the same, for Uurney's "History of
Music," were executed by him. i'i tough

consisting of 22u words, they are comprised in a circle half an inch in diameter, with a small space in the center left blank.
An Old Tliue

Vo)uge,

Wkeu our tlrst foreign minister arranged to go to l/ondou lie <v;is requested by the captain of the sailing

vessel in New York harbor to go
aboard immediately. Hastily buying a
sack of Hour, three hams and a bag of
potatoes, he hurried on board ship to
cook Ids
arrange with some sailor to
meals, not kuowing but that they
might sail at any hour. Five weeks
passed before the boat left the harbor.
After six weeks at sea the traveler at
length beheld the outlines of the coast

of old

Eâglaud.—Success Magazine.

Got It gfrnliiltl.
New York enthusiast has a good
collection of etchings, one of them bewhich
ing of the leaning tower of Pisi,
hangs over his writing desk. For u
long time he noticed that It persisted
in hanxing crooked despite the fact
A

Emulsion.
We do not need to

but with a sort of contempt
which held them as less than men and
The thought that
below pity even.
had
some day I, too, was to sit there
at my
never entered my head. 1 looked
two feet upholding the coverlid and pictured to myself how they would look to
from the boards of the

culprits,

altogether.—London

S/ck
Blood
Feed

(General SHit-iirlt'n !.a»l (imae.

General

Ilow Much

The Defiant Tomato.

several
to
me
*'It has happened
times In niy life," says Thomas E.
Watson In Bethany, "to be arrested,
convicted and sentenced to «dine with
other well dressed convicts, male aud
female, at a swell dinner—one of those
formal functions where solemn llunkles bring you one thing only to eat at
When you have pecked awhile
η time.
at that une thing, whatever It may be.

consists of a solitary toiuata.
looking fiercely red and raw; to glance
along the table and to realize that all
the convicts, male and female, have
one tomato apiece and are trying to
look cheerfully at the convict l> >*s
the host—has overwhelmed me every

bo

somewhat wearisome if tbe sun be hot.
But Mistress .Mary Cavendish flew out
at me iu such wise, though she hath
known all along to what fate thou wert
probably destined, and said such harsh
tilings of poor Madam Bacon that I

correct model, and when the trousers
wearers marched over the wearers of
pigtails and knee breeches at Jeu:i and
Auerstadt a decision was given froiji
which the world did not care to ap-

course

grievous
as was Bacon's wife's for his death, for
tlion art to have thy life, my poor Harry. and no great hurt, though it may be
ing in thy behalf

bridge over Dragon's swamp.
This last chance my friends had
striven sorely to get for me, but had
not succeeded, though they bad offered
large sums, my brother being willing
Some co\eit
to tax the estate heavily.
will there was at work against me. and

furthest

door and set her free while her grandmother slept, and the girl had mounted
Merry Roger and come straight to me,
not caring who knew.

cued

royal freebooters—which is soothing to
the·nerves and tending to allay evil
anticipations."
Then. ::s 1 lay putting away something feebly at my pipe, still with enjoyment. he unfolded bis evil news to

η

that being the only
giuia and not return to England, yel openly in band,
me. foi touch of hypocrisy which ever I saw
my property was restored to
Downs.
my half brother. John Chelmsford about Tarson
"Lord. Harry, thou dost not want
when confronted by any gate of Injus
"but rather
tice leaped it like an English gentle prayers." he would say.
And yet after 1 being fallen as thou art. In an e\ ll sink
man, with no ado.
about
beard that letter I knew that I was t of human happenings, somewhat
some I them, and none hath so mastered t
,υη ν let still, and knew that for
W1
as
roots of men's hearts
would be until the end of the chapter
a pipe thou
and
him
'Tls
thai
Shakespeare.
a little stronger
nnd when I grew
wild hope that now I might have Man
limuied within me, for how could 1
lllow her to wed a man with a stall
dpoti bis honor?
It was three days after this, mj
brother and various others striving al I
ι
the thne, but with no effect, to securt
came t( ,
uiy Mease, that Mary herself
die
see me. Catherine, as I afterward
covered. had unlocked her chambei

thco. and iliere is-that about our good
tobacco of Virginia—now we have res-

a

but that I knew before, and I know not
no
any better now. and I love thee
better now. And I would have been

quite resolved not to let that beloved
maid fling away herself upon ιm un-

in the oplnfon of the family, to stranfor who
gers it cleared nie not at all,
was to know for what reason I had
entered Catherine's chamber and took
and secreted that ring of his lordshlp's'i
Strict silence had I maintained, and so
had Madaiu Cavendish all these years,
and naught in that letter would cleat
me before any eourt of law. Catherine
being the only one whose innocence
was made plain, I could now tell my
story with no fear of doing her harm,
but let those believe my part of It whe
Still I may say here that 1
would!

came

women

Wc will b« glad to Knd
to any sufferer.

Re îure that this picture la
the form «I a label is on the
bottle ·(
wrapprr of every
buy.

SCOTT &

tower

hang straight."
A

Meiin

AdvimMKc.

"Mr. Skinner." said the family phydcl.in. "I must positively refuse to unJertako to cure yon unless you promise
loleinuly ι > olie> .e."
"I solemnly promise." replied the

lick man.
"Very well. Now, lirst of all. give me
LUI."—
fonr cheek In full for my last
Philadelphia Press.
Lnokinir Fomnrd,
Unless one has s ;mething to I >>k forWhen
rnrd to It Is dltliciilt to live.
foe Joy of looking forward is gone the
<
lest of life ebbs and falls. TI»·
ire evil anil we have no pleasure !"
Jiem unless on time's horiz ni s »me
>right day burns like a star.

Wooltrnthrrlnir.
"When a person's woolgathering tlmt
nenns he's lazy, doesn't If. pa'r"
"Not necessarily, my son. Fie may
)e gathering the tfool o(T the lambs in

Λ'βΙΙ street."- Philadelphia Ledger.

ι

Temperance in eating and drinking in
The majority of
cardinal virtue.

asnklnd saturate their own death warrants with their cupe and dig their
jravee with their teeth.
Art Crltlrlam.

Uncle Josh-There was one of them
landscape painters around here yester-

day. Uncle Hilas Well, landscape
painting ought to be a good, healthy
occupation. It keeps a man out of
—

air.
doors an' gives him plenty of fresh
—New York Press.
Very Sweet.

sample

EmuUm^you

that he straightened it every morning.
At last he spoke to the maid, asking
her if she was responsible for its lopsided condition. "Why. yes." she said.
"1 have to bang It crooked to make the

BOWNB,

Chemists,
409 Pearl St., New York.

I

Husband (on his wedding tour>—I
Ho.want rooms for myself and wife.
tel Clerk—Suit? Husband—Of course
she is—perfectly lovely; the sweetest
girl In the world.
Or··· Old Ac·.

Mabel—And did your grandfather live
Jack—Well, I
to a green old age?
should say so! He was swindled three
times after be was seventy.

THE OXFORD BKAfiS.

MM
Weat Pari».
Schools in town opened for the winter
Frank, the little son of Dr. F. H.
has been seriously iil with term lMt Monday.
°F THE WK* ,N ALl Packard,
Mr*. Martha B. Chapman continue· to
typhoid fever, but ia now improving and
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
it la hoped on the way to recovery. Dr. fail gradually with no cnance of recovery.
Phlloon of Auburn attended the case in
Wednesday afternoon the ladies of the
ftvtoHm.
consultation with Dr. Packard.
Congregational society held their anMrs. Albert L. Bowker is also very nual Christmas sale in Garland chapel.
H-T. «. ο. Tvlor. pu»,,
sick with typhoid fever. Dr. Wheeler is The tables were well filled with dainty
in attendance. Mr. Bowker's mother, fancy work and useful articles which
Mrs. James Bowker, of Bryant's Pond, found a ready sale. The candy booth
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Events.

Dec. β.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Sooth Parle.
Dec. 19-31.—State Grange, Lewleton.
Jan. S.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Norway.

few «n»eks later.

Thu^yp,aCea^

**

to **

»

dance at AcadeveDiQ£ of this
°' * ®®ries ο'
other week·

*

ι!»β

»,

££Zr~*
The
Sunday Schools

will unite in
r
mas eierc'8«8. by invitation of the
rT
Universalis!
school.
The programme
baa not yet been arranged.
Mrs. Fred Shaw is to be the new ml«L
Mt »t the Paris Hill post office
George Vf. Cole lost a valuable work
D,^ht· The horse beηβ,βρ ewe,,ed UP very
' causing death.
Br»!·
is at ho™ from
®y for the Christmas vacation.
the barn p"rcnased with the Jackson farm on to the
land south of his residence
h" beeD v"y
for several
ai
h*· so
far recovered as to return
weeks, ha·
toi,» horn. iD Qetaejr,
two

Bankruptcy

gres·.
The American people need to continue
to show the very quaJitiee that they have
shown—moderation, good sense, the
earnest desire to avoid doing any damage, and yet the quiet determination to
proceed, step by step, in eliminating, or,
at least, in minimizing, whatever of mischief or of evil there is to interstate commerce in the conduct of great corporations.
We should nut permit overcrowding in
:itiee.
There should be sever· child labor and
fectory inspection laws.
All questions of tariff and finance sink
into utter insignificance when compared
with the tremendous, the vital importance, of trying to shape conditions so
that the duties of the man as the breadwinner and of the woman as the worker
and housewife can be fulfilled under
reasonably favorable circumstances.
Limits of the Yellowstone Park should
be extended southward. The canyon of
the Colorado should be made a national

park.

Our consular system needs improvement.
It is desirable to enact a proper national quarantine law.
Every silver dollar should be made by
law redeemable in gold, at the option of
the holder.
There should be a comprehensive re-

danger 0f having
immigrant· of the right kind.
do

too

many

recommend the enactment of a law
directed against bribery and corruption
in federal elections.
Alaska should have a delegate in ConI

grew.

The goal to «et before uiua nation it
the attainment of the peace of justice, oi
the peace which comes when each nation
is not merely safeguarded in its own
rights, but scrupulously recognizee and
performs its duty toward others.
Until some method is devised by which
there shall be a degree of international
control over offending nations it would
be a wicked thing for the most civilized
powers, for those with most sense ol
international obligations and with keen
eat and most generous appreciation oi
the difference between right and wrong,
to disarm.
I most earnestly recommend that there
be no halt in the work of upbuilding the
American navy.
Our voice is now potent for peace, and
is so potent because we are not afraid ol
war.

Our chief reason for continuing to hold
the Philippines must be that we ought,
in good faith, to try to do our share ol
the world's work.

Main· News Motes.
Maine's K. F. D. routes now nuiubei
325 and many applications are now under consideration at Washington.
Rev. H. S. Burrage, D. I)., of Portland, editor of Zion's Advocate, has

chaplain of

VS

? Orchestra.
~evwy
1ST hï ïf
Dancing
-►SrJnf. M0arn? Some good
tim<*

dances to K«

The President's Message.
President Roosevelt's message delivered at the opening of congress last week
is a long document, as is to be expected
in a paper relating to the affairs of this
great country. In full it would make
some thirteen columns of the Democrat.
For the following brief summary of its
principal points we are indebted to the
Boston Herald:
The cost of doing government business should be regulated with the same
rigid scrutiny as the cost of doing a
private business.
All encouragement should be given
labor organizations so long as they are
conducted with a decent regard for the
rights of others.
The ever-increasing casualty list upon
railroads is a matter of grave concern,
and urgeutly calls for action by Con-

been appointed
home at Togus.
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Bay Something Useful.

There is

years, has accepted a position in a
Mr
market in Colebrook, X. H

em^TalTwîS

NEW ADVKBTISKMENTS.
Chrlatmaa Gift·.
Chrtetma· Sale.
L'hrletmaa Gift·.

Chrtrtma· Shopping.
Christmas Hint·.
SanU C'laiu.
Ladles' Toilet Article·.
Por Sale.
Dog Lost.
For Sale.
9U0 Farm· Sold.
AutomobUee.
Probate Notice·.
Two Petition· for Discharge in
Bankruptcy Notice.
Useful Gift· for Chrletma·.
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**«&,
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department
popular.
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the soldiers'

Prank Millet, who occupied rooms
store in Lisbon, was asphyxiated
by coal gas Wednesday morning. Deceased, who was 35 years old, was driver
of an express and mail wagon.
over a
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McIntire w" in town

Pond.

Greenwood.

There is now a good foundation for
and one incli more of snow
Monday did something towards making
it. One man started for Bethel WednesnelKhbor was tended
day on runners, got to Walker's Mills,
where the snow line ended and was
bim on hie head.
obliged to borrow a buggy for the remainder of the journey. That seemed to
Rumford Falls.
be an exception to the general rule that
A tire that is supposed tu have had its the farther north in
winter the more
;
I origin in a defective heating apparatus snow.
I in the cellar, ou Sunday inoruing, the
It has been a grand time for working
Nth, partially destroyed the "Blue up pulp and cord wood, and they are
I Store," βυ-called, owned by M. W. Sauutilizing it to good advantage. When
ders and occupied by Charles Israehon, that November snow came and covered
I clothing dealer, and several tenements, hundreds of cords of
it, the result was to
I causing a total loss of $10,000 or over.
give the owners the blues for a while;
I Mr. Israelson carried a stock valued at but now thev can smile
again and ap1*15,000 upon which there was $10.000 parently without much effort.
I insurance and very little of bis property
It having been some time since interI was saved. The building was insured
viewing our neighbors, we started out
I for ft),000 and it is believed that it can last
Saturday morning for that express
as
waa
the upper portion
I be repaired
purpose; called on five families and
Mr.
the
tfamcs.
not
I
badly damaged by
reached home iu less than three hours.
land Mrs. Lewis Laduke, who kept a The tirst man interviewed was Daniel
on
lost
the
second
house
Hoor,
boarding
Bryant, who happened to be at work in
I most of their possessions and were but his
dooryard, ami we soon noticed that
I partially insured. So dense was the he appeared
uncommonly dignified, and
I smoke in their apartments that tlu«j soon learned the cause. He had become
I were forced to make a hurried exit by a
great grandfather to a ten-pound boy
Another family on the third
rear door.
baby the day previous. The bab.v beI floor saved but little of their personal
to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Billing^
longs
I effects and had no insurance. A similar of Woodstock and is blessed with six
in
this same building aboul
fire occurred
was

Th£ÏÏS!,eCt

whenUiffiH?L

I a year ago.

I

sleighing,

Sj'saUl'he w!jt0°<!

East Hebron.
Cold weather is the general topic, and

I severe colds still are among us.
Rev. A. E. Kelley will leave us this
I week, lie gave his farewell sermon last
I Sunday. His little daughter went to
I Bath, their former home, and the home
of their relatives. I understand theii
at
I location is not fully determined
I present. The society regret their leavdeI mg. The next minister ia not yet
cided on. Various names are mentioned,
The church circle held their fail
I
I Dec. 15th in Grange Ball. Many articles
I of value will be sold or are expected tc
I be sold.
I H. A. Record returned from Old
I Orchard last Saturday, where he passed
I the summer and autumn, and intends to
I return there in the spring.
I Belle DsCoeta has returned from AuI burn where she has passed many weeks
I at work.
I At Mr. K. Allen's the family all but
Mrs. L. Greene of Portland, passed the
I week—Miss Lelea Davis of Turner, Miss
Alice of Lyun, and John Davis of Lynn.
John passed his time during the days in
quest of game. Lelea returned on Saturday to commence her winter term of

Auburn,
brated temperance reformer, ex-county Dec. 8tb, and elected the yearly officers
of
Sagadahoc, and lately the as follows:
attorney

candidate of the Prohibition party for
The indictment
Governor.
charged
him with using the United States mail
to defraud the good name of a firm of
Boston liquor dealers. Mr. Rogers was
charged with mailing to a Boston liquor
firm an envelope addressed to them,
with the words, "Ungodly Rumsellers,"
added under the firm name and elsewhere on the envelope these words:
"God and decent men despise importers
and wholesale dealers in Wine and
8pirita On the road to Hell.—Ungodly
Rumsellers." In the court Friday morning Mr. Rogers paid a fine of five dollars, without costs, and was discharged.

Bryant's

Mrs. Edwin Colo is in very poor health.
Dr. Ο. K. Yates is attending her.
Mrs. J. L. Bowker went to West Paris
Tuesday to take care that night of Mrs.
Albert Bowker, who is very sick with
typhoid fever.
Mrs. Agnes Brooks is still in very poor
health.
Alton Bacon is building a carpenter
shop near John Titus' barn. He has
the frame up and boarded.
Harry Estes is running a fresh fish
market in the lower story of the Stillman
Morse house opposite the stable.
Miss liane of West Paris visited at
Mrs. Ansel Dudley's from Wednesday
morning until Thursday afternoon.
The Baptist society are making preparations to bold a Christmas festival in
Dudley's Opera House. All other denominations are invited to join in making this a pleasant time for the children.
Rev.
Mr. Cummings and
brother
preached at the Baptist church last Sunday. Mr. Cummings is tilling the pulpit
there for a season. He is stopping at
North Woodstock, and reports quite a
religious interest in that place.
There was a ladies' prayer meeting at
Mrs. Abbie Dunham's Tuesday evening.
Christian Endeavor meeting was held
Thursday evening at Mrs. George Coffin's.
The high school attended a birtlulay
party at Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis' Friday night to celebrate the 16th birthday
of their daughter Ethelind. Her schoolmates and friends carried her a pretty
album for a birthday souvenir, and enjoyed a grand good time.
Mrs. Herman Billings gave birth to a
10- pound boy Friday night, Dec. 2d, aud
is doing well at this writing.

orettv

Hon. James P. Baxter, Republican, I school on Monday.
was re-elected mayor of Portland MonClara Washburn is expected home
day over Nathan Clifford, Democrat, by from Oxford, where she has been since
1027 majority, against 1619 a year ago. I the death of her cousin, Albert Soule.
The vote of both parties fell off about I A. P. Brown's health has improved of
20 per cent. The Republicans elected I late.
their full ward ticket in seven of the
H. B. Phillips is at West Minot renine wards.
freshing his memory in station work
It is reported that the prison inspect- I agaio.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Hodsdon, with
or* have decided that the prisoners in I
About their little boys, passed last Sunday with
the oounty jails must work.
R. Hodsdon.
half the jails in the state now have work his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Charles DeCosta is cutting cord wood
•hope. The remainder of the counties I for Mr. E. Lane.
will be required to establish some form
Miss Clara Merrill is still unable to
of employment for their prisoners as
I leave her bed, but is thought to gain a
fast as is practicable.
little in some respects. She is in Sumner
Fred L. Crockett and Thorns R. Β reck- with her sister and husband, Mr. and
enridge, Maine Central employee held I Mrs. D. Jack, and can not be moved
responsible for the accident at Barker- home. She was taken sick while on a
ville, Sept. 26, were arraigned at Lewis- visit, and would like to return home but
ton on the 3d on the charge of man- I cannot, it is thought, during the winter.
The grange will have their fair before
slaughter. They waived examination
and were held in 91,000 each for the Jan- I this month is past, so report says.
Crockett obtained
uary grand jury.
Granville French is at work for John
bail at once, but Breckenridge has not Bailey in his mill with Wm. Davie.
yet done so.
I Leslie, the 5-year-old son of Diamond
was kicked by a horse Friday
An unuaual indictment was among L. Perry,
were broken.
thoee returned by the grand jury in the and both legs
United State· court at Portland last
Ne wry.
week. The person indicted was Grant
Bear River Grange met Thursday,
of
the somewhat cele-

Rogers

and stayed a few days until a
trained nurae was procured.
James Robinson and family have moved into Will Pratt's house, and Mr.
Pratt boards with them.
Miss Mabel E. Ricker and Mrs. J. H.
Cole visited Mrs. Geo. D. Robertson and
other friends at South Paris a few days
the last of the week.
The three Sunday Schools of the place
will unite in Christmas exercises on Saturday evening, Dec. 24, at the Baptist
church.
Geo. Young has moved into the west
side of the new double tenement house
just being completed by L. C. Bates.
Oscar Kimball will move his family from
Trap Corner into the other rent as soon
as it is in readiness.
Three new members were taken into
Onward Rebekah Lodge at their regular
meeting last Tuesday evening, which
makes sixteen new members admitted
this year. There was a large number at
the meeting and several visitors present.
After close of lodge ice cream was
served.
Geo. Tubbs has moved to North Paris.
The Greenwood, South Woodstock
Richardson Hollow telephone switch,
which was in the Willis house occupied
by him has been changed to the house
occupied by Ernest Curtis.
came

grandparents.

We found I)ea. R. L. Cole doing chores
the barn, and he informed us that on
Friday, December 9, he would have lived
his four score years, having been bore
Dec. 0, 1824. The deacon possesses a
large amount of will power, and were it
not for his diseased legs, which have
been a source of trouble for more than
20 years, he would do a good deal ol
light work yet.
The next call was on Newton Bryant,
and although lie was about the same as
on the sick list he showed us through
his new house from cellar to attic. He
has the plastering all on, and when fin
ished he will have ont of the finest
houses in town.
Mrs. A. S. Brooks informs us that hei
father-in law, John Tebbetts, who is now
living with his daughter, Mrs. Mont
Cole, at East Bethel, has been very sick
of pneumonia, and for a while his recovery was doubtful. He is now convalescing. The old gentleman is well
along in the eighties.
Δ letter from Mrs. Jennie Howe, bearing the date of Dec. 5, informs us that
they had heard from their folks all the
way along on their way to the Rocky
Mountains, and presumed they were
then safe at Tacoma, their Washington
home. Mrs. Howe has our thanks for
the picture of that family group recently
mentioned.
at

North Paris.
Benson Lowe has moved to Frank
Barrett's on Sumner Hill.
Clayton Churchill has bought twenty
new books for the Prentiss Library.
.Josiah Moody has moved into the Olin
Chase stand in the village.
A. D. Andrews has sold his apples to
Frank Barrett.
Clinton Mayhow has sold his etock to
Roscoe Tuell and will spend the winter
with his son, Percy Mayhew, at West
Paris.
We understand that M. D. Foes has
bought the Olin Chase staud in the village and will move here in the spring.
Ε. E. Field has sold his dry. wood to
J. Moody.

fire unknown.

Jacob Holt, formerly of Bethel, a shoe
manufacturer in Canada, died Tuesday
and was brought to Bethel for burial.

hunting for a

few

Bryant'· Pood, Me., Nor.

wnted her with a gold watch chain,
She will be much miued here, as she
iae been very helpful in the ohurch and
locial work of the village, although her
tome is in Sweden.
On Friday evening of last week the
nembers of Eagle Orange of North
Chatham met with Suncook Orange of

On Not. 17 the Orange held a fair,
mpper and entertainment, the proceeds
>f which were to he used for the benefit
>f the Home. The citizens of the vilassisted
;his place, and gave the work of the age took an active interest and
of
ihird and fourth degree·. Supper waa jy their liberal patronage, the anm
ierved and the evening was much en- 171.16 was realized from the fair, 91.70
iras received from voluntary contribujoyed.
from
I. B. McAJaater has been laid up with tions and the Orange added 17.17
;he mump· for a few days and Herman the treasury making the total of 180.
[Jolt has been driving the morning stage The committee of arrangements waa
Minnie Cuahman, Martha Dudley, Mary
;o Fryeburg.
The water is so low that not much Bartlett, Julia Davia, Annie Bryant
Alice Bacon. Mr·. Bartlett
grinding can be done at the village mill. Davis, and the
citizen· of Locke'· Mills
Interested
Northwest Bethel.
uid liberal aid for the fair also came
Orin Ellingwood has bad his old mare from that village.
With the beat of wiahea for the suctilled and buried. She waa 21 years
all who
>ld, fat and smooth as a colt, but had a cess of the Home from each and
\ bave assisted, I am inatructed to fortrouble resembling the heaves.
to
the
amount
you.
Oeorge W. Mason recently lost his
Respectfully,
family horse. He has got one from
H. G. Bacon, Sec.
Massachusetts to take its place.
Recent contributions to the Norway
Mr. and Mrs. John Carleton are havHome for Aged Women of Oxford
ng a hard time. He has a broken leg
»nd she a badly wrenched ankle. Mrs. county:
3arleton'· sister, Mrs. Smith, of Gor- first Congregational church, Waterfonl, ..$10.00
5 00
Mr·. C. A. Stephen*, Norway Lake
Sam, is with them.
5.00
Mrs. Hammond, Part* Hill,
Jesse Chapman cut a bad gash in his Mr*. Frank Kimball, Norway,
1.00
foot a few days ago. It took eight stitches
to close the wound.
Kate I η gal Is Barker.
Kate Ingall· Barker, sister of H. C.
Law Court Decision.
and Eli W. Barker of Bethel, Maine, and
A decision has been returned by the of Fred I. Barker of Santa Barbara, Cal.,

law court on three cases reported from
Dxford County. The three cases were
brought by J. B. Stevenson, trustee in
bankruptcy of Voter & Wing, formerly
business at Rumford
in the grocery
Palls, against the three Portland Arms of
TwitchellMilliken, Tomlinson Co.,
Champlin Co., and J. H. Fletcher & Co.

Crawling

A beetle that walks around

floor, 35c.

the

wondering
want to please you'll

what to get.
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Sherlock Holmes, the great
detective, the game now on

gooc's

and

BROOKS—The
Office,

on

sale

Cold enough for winter if there was
Only 4 above zero this Friday

morning,

with a

high

wind.

There will be a Christmas tree at the
church Christmas eve. All are invited
(o bring in preseots for some one.
Eben Barker, our blacksmith, is having all the work he can do in the shop.
E. Frank Upton has bought what pine
timber Newton Moore owned on the
south and west side of the road leading
from Hunt's Corner to Greenwood. We
understand the price paid to be -9400.
The sick ones with scarlet fever at
W. McXally's in the Hunt house are all
doing as well as can be expected.
Great times here driving the deer
from one mountain to another the last
few weeks, with the air full of reporte
from rifles. But very few report the
capture of venison. Since our last report we have he:ird of only three being
brought in, as follows: The Bird boys
one, Joseph Carter one, and A. G. Beau
one; but the time is fast drawing nigh
when we must all give up the chase and
take something else for amusement and
exercise.
The schools in town have all closed.
Mr. W. Douglass of Waterford was In
town last week offering $1.20 for apples
but we have not heard that he bought
any. There are a large lot unsold.
Archie S. Cole is at home from canvassing for a while.
We are glad to learn that John Flint
of Fryeburg, who has been very sick, is
Mr. Flint is
on the road to recovery.
an Albany boy, and has many friends
here.

Worsted, 25 cts. to $β.
Umbrellas, a large stock for the holidays. 30 cts. to £S.
for a boy
Sweaters, Cardigans, Wescuts. Just the garment
who is out of doors.

two years is the limiest
/M' evidence \vc oiler yon tlim «uir
methods nre right. We require
no payment in advance. We use·. 11 r own
need
money to advertise your property. We
ntore farms to complete tlx· assortment for
our new catalogue, a copv of wliieli will go to
more than 20,000 farm buyers everywhere.
We sell stores, mills, shops and hotels too.
Write to<l a y for our FHKEiarm description
blanks. Address,
C. A. STROUT FARM ΑΟΚΝΟΥ,

by us in

ready

If it's

the forward truck, and was completely
demolished. Twenty or thirty people*
were injured, but strangely enough only
throe were seriously injured, and none
The motorraan of the electric
car was Oscar F. Bowker, formerly of
South Paris. His nose was broken and
he was otherwise severely bruised. The
responsibility for the accident has not
yet been placed. There are gates at the
crossing, but no gateman is kept there
after 8 o'clock in the evening. The train
crew say the engine was not running

eight miles

an

hour, but

Eugene P. Fairbanks, 65 years old,

a

known resident of Bangor, is
thought to have been drowned in South
Twin Lake some time recently. He was
alone in a camp at the head of the lake.
East Brownfield.
On the 3d he was to have met his son at
hara
The Congregational circle gave
Norcroes. Not being there an investivest supper last Friday evening. It also
was made and his coat and pad·
had a sale of faucy goods.
le were found frozen in the ice near
Mr. Fred L. Farnham returned to the
camp. It is supposed that he either
Cushing last week.
tried to push his boat through the thin
Mr. Nathan Sanborn called on his ice and was
upset or broke through
niece, Mrs. Hattie M. Sanborn, recently. while walking on tho ice. He has a
T. R. Kradbury and Mr. and Mrs. J. wife and five
grown up children.
E. Clement went to Portland last Wednew
has
in
a
Here are the official figures of Maine's
put
nesday. Mr. Bradbury
line of five and ten-cent goods.
vote at the Novomber election: RepubEstelle Eaton is visiting her sister, lican, 64,437; Democratic 27,030: ProMrs. Georgia Boynton.
hibition, 1510; Socialist, 2100; People's,
338. The total vote was 00.021 and the
Brownfield.
Republican plurality 30,807. The PeoFrank Meserve is at home for a few ple's party failed to obtain one per cent
of the total which is necessary to retain
days.
Mr. Crabtree, who was severely in- a place on the ballot.
jured by the explosion of dynamite, has
completely lost the sight of one of his
Petition for
eyes, and it is feared he will lose the In the matter of
)
other.
EDWARD F. BLAKE,
} In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt )
Mrs. Shackford of Kezar Falls was in
Hon.
Clarence
To
the
Hale, Judge of the
town this week.
District Court of the United States for the
Mr. James Kicker is very much better.
District of Maine:
Mrs. Ε. B. Bean is quite sick.
f. rlakk, of Bethel, in the
A good many are suffering from bad
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District, respectfully represents, that on
colds.
Î2nd day of Oct., la-t past, he was duly
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Rowe intend the
adjudged bankrupt under the Acta of Congress
spending the winter in Massachusetts relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
with their children.
and has fully complied with all the requirements
Mr. Jonathan Devereaux, who has been of said Acts
and of the orders of Court touching
boarding the past year in Mr. John his bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays, that he may be decreed
McDonald's family, has gone to Skowby the Court to have a full discharge from all
hegau to live with his son.
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, cxcoiit su«h debts as are exHebron.
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 2nd day of December. A. D. 1904.
Hev. Mr. Cotton of Norway preached
EDWARD F. BLAKE, Bankrupt.
here Sunday.
ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΚΕΟΙ*.
The funeral of Mrs. Crane was on District or Maine, si
Tuesday afternoon and largely attended. On this 10th day of Dec., A, D. 1901, on readDr. aud Mrs. Crane have endeared ing the foregoing petition, it Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
themselves to the people since they came
upon the same on the 30th day of Dec.. A. D.
here in 1S90. Although the health of 1904, before * aid Court at Portland, In said DisMrs. Crane did not permit her to go out trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Dema great deal she will be greatly missed
ocrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
for her heart was with the people if she that all known creditors, and other persons In
could not be. Much sympathy is felt Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, It any they have, why the
for the husban I and daughter left.
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
Prof. Brainard has returned to his
A nd It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
shall Mod bv mall to all known creditor·
Clerk
that
Mrs.
understand
but
we
school,
Brainard will remain a while with her copies of said petition and this order, addressed
well

Sation

Bankrupt's

Discharge.

Edward

father.
The students

to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakenck Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the teal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 10th day of Dec..
A. D. 1901.
JAMES E. HEWET, Clerk.
[L.S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
A (test :—J A M ES Ε. IlEWEY, Clerk.

In

Bankrupt's

Petition Tor

the matter of
JESSE L. EDWARDS,

I

]

Bankrupt )

Qilead.

It is quite difficult getting around, the
roads are so icy and slippery.
Mr. James Simpson of Sheiburne, N.
U., was in town on business Friday.
Hunters from
Lewiston came laat
Thursday and are camping on Lary

Brook

near

T. G. Lary's.

Alva Bryant with
Mechanic Falls is
Lary Brook.

two friends from
out near

camping

International Paper Company.

I

are

always

gift. They

an

A necessity now, a luxury no more. Men seldom buy these fur themWe have
selves but it is one of the tilings they hope to get Christmas.
them from 54 to $<i. Can get you better if you want.

now.
Call and
Suits, Overcoats, Fur Coats are given quite extensively
if you buy one and it is not all right we will gladly change
see ours,

after Christmas.

The

new

sweaters

Suspenders

Far

WE WANT TO SEE YOU

Handsome effects in silk
elastic with metal buckle
and silk ribbon, each in separate box. All shades, blue,
white, black, etc., etc.,
25c. and 50c.

Mufflers

Muffl* rs are a necessity for
several months to come.
Our stock is full of good
Mufflers made to
things.

AttsslJ AME4 M. HEWET, CMS*.

stylish

Many

.$2

to

3.

The ties

better than

NORWAY,
SOUTH PARIS.
♦0Φ0^040Φ0Φ0Φ0Φ0Φ0*0*:·4·:

of the

giving.

handker-

W. 0. & G. W.
Ladies'
For

our

shapes

are

Night

many

50c. and $1

lar,

Umbrellas

make a useful gift. They
will be used a long time.
Our stock is full of good
serviceable values. All good

kinds

are

here from

50c.

to

$5

FOSTER,

Frothingham,
MAINE.

Store.

=

X MAS TRADE we have added to
Line a Complete Line of

our

Regular

LADIES' TOILET ARTICLES,
I'EKFUME, FACE POWDER. TOOTH POWDER, COMPLEXION
POWDER, HAIR TONIC, BROOCHES, LOCKETS. PINS, HANDKERCHIEF BOXES, PIN CUSHIONS, BED SLIPPERS AND

OTHER THINGS TOO NUMEROUS TO

MENTION.

COLLAR,

FUR

COAT,

SUIT,

OR
DRESSING
WAIST
WRAPPER,
SACK WOULD MAKE A NICE PRESENT. PRICES RIGHT AND
GOODS NEW AND UP-TO-DATE. GIVE US A CALL AND SEE
NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.
OUR X-MAS BARGAINS.

UNDERWEAR,

HOSE,

M. LnNT,
136 Main St., Norway

L.
18 4.

CASTOR IA

Fee InTants and ChïdrBn.

Tk· Kind You Have Always Bought

°'

«£

Λ

SPECIAL
One lot of Hats for $1.50
Come in and

see

these

AT

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Buy Something
We have

a

large

Useful for

store and it is full of all kinds of

UP-TO-DATE

FOOTWEAR.

If you come here you will have a large line to select from and
you will be sure to find what you want, and the prices are right.
We have one of the largest stocks of all kinds of footwear ;n the

State.

Also

Trunks, Bags, and Suit Cases.
Please Call and See Us.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

i Ν OPERA HOUSE
Ε. N. SWETT,

MAINE,

NORWAY,

acceptable gifts.

Specialty

-

a

Robes

TRUNKSr BAGS and DRESS

PARIS,

SOUTH

are

Outing flannel robes in
colors, 14$ to iS£ col-

£

B.

a good line of
SUIT CASES which make very

We also carry

white, trimmed with
fancy braid for 50c. Plain
white untrimmed 75c. Better qualities of white muslin
$1 and 1.25
robes,
in

ο

What would be more acceptable to your friends than Footwear? Call and inspect our stock and make your selection.
You can find
Fox* Men ana Boys.

usual.

would like to have you see
it before the cream is gone.
25c. and 50c.

No other item is sold so
freely. Plain white cambric, turkey red, blue and

H.

and

WHAT

F. H. NOYES CO.,

We think
little different.
it a beautiful showing and

Handkerchiefs
colored bordered

arrived.

neater

SEE

STORES.

OUR

FIND WHAT YOU WANT.

Our Holiday neckwear has

just

handkerchief shape,
25c and 50c.
Silk mufflers, folded ready
for use, plain or fancy patterns,
50c. to $1.50

made for

warm,.

Neckwear

button in back of neck giving the appearance of a
sweater collar. Three colors,
black, blue and white,.50c.
Worsted mufflers in the

to be

and

AT

him more.

DON'T BUT UNLESS YOU

WE HAVE.

Telephone

have to be worn quite a
number of months every
We have dozens of
year.
gloves suitable for gifts.
Castor and kid gloves, lined
or unlined, several shades
for
50c
Castor, reindeer and cape
gloves, unlined or with fleece
$1 and 1 50
lining,.
lined
Reindeer gloves,
with lambskin or squirrel,

Arm Bands.

•

BLOCK,

Manager.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W FAUNCE, Salesman.

TELEPHONE 13-3.

USUFUL

The

Oxford

..

Gloves

stitched,
White linen handkerchiefs,
··■·········15c. and 25cInitial handkerchiefs in cotton, linen and silk,
IOC., 15c., 25c. and coc.
Silk handkerchiefs, plain
or initial,
25c. and 50c.

For $1.00 to

democrat, a newspaper printed in aald District,
nd that all known creditors, and other persons
> Interest, may appear at tbe said time and
lace, and show cause. If any they have, why
ie prayer of said petitioner should not be

ranted.
And It Is further ordered by tbe Court, that
ie Clerk shall send by mail to all known eredors copies of said petition and this order, adleased to them at their plaeea of residence aa
tslêd.
Witness the Hon. Clakenck Hale, Judge
f the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortAd, In said District, on the 10th day of Deo.,
D. 1904.
,
JAMES E. HEWET,Clerk.
[Li.]
A true copy of petition and order tbereoa.

$5
Fancy shades of gray and
green, heavy weight for. .$6

Neat
for holiday giving.
effects in fancy suspenders,
trimmed with fancy metal
trimmings, each in an individual box
50c. and $1

dozen.
White handkerchiefs, hem-

In Bankruptcy.

The

A bath robe will make him
happy. The more they are
used the more mcessary
they become. Our robes
are cut full and roomy with
wide collar and fasten with
fancy cord at neck and
waist. Men's robes in blue
and gray for
$3-5°
Several shades of gray for

and other shades, heavy and
$5 each.
warm,

seem

Several shades

Bath Robes

or

chiefs, 5c. each, 25c. the

Discharge.

In

made

up in the neck,
$2-50
gray,
The Spalding sweaters in
black, gray and maroon,
$3» 4» 5» and 6
White and black, gray
and black, red and green,

black

«4, before said Court at Portland, In said Disriot, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that

published

and

to button

udlng the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by tbe Court, that a hearing be had
pon tbe same on the SOth day of Dec., A. D.
ottce thereof be

2.00

of blue, brown and gray
and lined
coats trimmed
with fancy plaid to match
coat,
$5 and

complete.

of every man's wardOur stock is full of
good values Men's sweaters in gray and black,

$1U to $15. If he hasn't one nothing could please
Cloth
Caps, Hats, Beefers, Ulsters.
Caps,

Bain Coats.

*

it heie.

a

robe,

♦

Boots, Oxfords, Slippers, Beaver
Lined Boots and Slippers, Gaiters,
Overshoes, Wool Soles, Socks, Etc.

Our
make desirable gifts.
stock of these garments is

acceptable

f

For Ladles and. OJalldren.

House Coats

have become

$'·50

find

man

Rubbers, Leggins, Socks, Etc.

get the pick.

early shoppers, who
a man or boy, you'll

part

no one on

the electric car seems to have had any
idea of its approach until it was right on
them.

gift

for

Sweaters

fatally.

over

for

λ

or a

Boots, Shoes, Slippers, Overshoes,

be with

now
a

λ

HOLIDAY GIFTS

Some time ago we
us again.
arrival
by purchasing a large asprepared for his
s irtment of seasonable goods. The stocks that help
in making Christmas selections delightful are full
and awaiting your demands. Holiday stocks are

The worst accident in the history of
the Portland Railroad Co. occurred Friday night at Woodfords. A car loaded
with people returning from a dance at
Hoegg Hall was etruck at the Lincoln
Street crossing by a Boston and Maine
special freight engiue of the Worcester
division. The electric car was struck at

ν

Bath Robes.

House Coats.

yellow
body

Santa Claus
soon

cts.

Our line is better than

or

500 Farms Sold
«Ha
'■■JjF·'

2.
3.
4.

will

I'lain, 2 cts. to 50

prices.
Cnff Buttons, 8hirt Studs, Pins. Things a man is always hunting after.
Mufliers and Mnfllets. Winter needs. 25 cts. to $1.75.
Gloves and Mittens, lined and unlined, for work or dress, Fur, Leather,

M.

Parle Grange
.·
Heading
/....Slater Frank Kimball, Norway.
Hong
Quest on, Does It pay to underdraln, and
whut arc the best methods? Opened by 8.
M. King. Discussion.
5. Solo,..Sister Cora Perham, Franklin Grange,
β. Heading,
Sister Alloc Hamlin, Bear M t. Grange.
7. Paper,... Sister Judklns, Round Mt. Grange.
Orra Bird, West Paris Grange.
8. Song
Crooked River Grange.
9. Reading,
Mu»lc to be furnished by Norway Grange.
S. E. Jackson, Skc.

We buy in larjje
10 cts. to Γ*ι> cts.

All

ever.

South Paris.

Story-and-a-half

enow.

boy you

are lots of serviceable
that he will surely appreciate.

Fancy Braces, Armlets. Always acceptable.

Pharmacist.

House

p.

around"

not have to look further than

Handkerchiefs, initial, 5 cts. to 50 cts.

at

Norway,

Albany.

a man or

Neckwear and Handkerchiefs we always sell lots of.
quantities and our assortment is extensive. Ties

For the children, new linen
books at 5 and 10c. ea.

Next to Post

It it'»

Give Him Something Useful.

Linen Book*

new

"looking

are

stores, because there

things to choose from

sale at 50c.

All

People

has commenced.

A NewjQame

*

Shopping

Christmas

Beetle

yellow

is at work for J. Bart lett here and board- Hiram for two weeks attending revival
Arthur Robertson, who bas been in
Asa Keniston's, has gone home meetings.
slek with the mumps.
The ladies of the Congregational the employ of Archie Heath, has gone
Mr. and Mis. Wm. Gammon visited church will hold a fair and sale Wednes- to Hastings to work.
J. B. Richardson and T. G. Lary are
their daughter, Mrs. F. A. Keniston, at day evening, Dec. 14, in Odd Fellows
Lowell Friday and Saturday. Tbej at- Hall. There will be a sapper and enter- getting out timber for Romford Falls

tainment.

I have gone into the Automobile business during the
Holidays, and can supply
you witli three styles, foreign
and domestic make, at 50c. ea.

Dog

painful
Γο the Hon. Clakenck Hale, Judge of the Die
widow, two sons and two trict Court of the United States for the District
Maater^-J. 8. Allen.
East Sumner.
daughters. His funeral was held at bis of Maine:
Overseer—I >. C. Smith.
L. EDWARDS, of Welchvllle. In the
Lecturer—Mr* C. H. L. Power·.
A chapter in Porkology. Among the late residence on Tuesday, Rev. Mr. JESSE
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
Steward—S. P. Davts.
The T. A. Roberts η said
res poet fully represents that
officiating.
Newport
District,
little
butchered
recently
pigs
are,
η
t
Steward—P.
spring
R.Taylor.
Audita
last
be waa
G. A. Maxim's which weighed 414 lbs., Post held services. Mr. Jordan was in the ltth day of December, underpast,
Chaplain—J. C. 8auo<len>.
the Acta
adjudged
loss
bankrupt,
his
will
and
be
Inly
esteemed
much
Treasurer—T. H. Jewrtt.
S.
Robinson's 373,
B. Cary's two,
he has
that
to
if
relating
Bankruptcy;
Congress
Secretary-A. T. Power·.
felt by his family and friends.
Inly surrendered all bis property and rights it
aggregate weight 590. Pretty good for deeply
ttate-Keeper—C W. Got win.
Rev. Charles Cummings of Auburn iroperty and baa fully oomplled with all
about 8 months pigs. Fears ago when
Pomona—Mr·. J. 8. Allen.
be requirements of said Acta and of the orders
the
course on
lecture
in
Smith.
tirst
the
nom-Un. D.
gave
a spring pig dressed 250 lbs. it was callif Court touching his bankruptcy.
Cer··— Mr*. A. T. P.w.-r·.
"The
Subject,
Wednesday
evening.
Wherefore be prays, that be may be decreed
ed
an
extra
one.
Now
it
is
quite comL. A. 8.—Mr· C. W. Godwin
I iy tbe Court to have a full discharge from all
mon to find them dressing 350 and up- American Home."
lebts
Loren Trask with a crew of men is
provable aval net his estate under said
William Smith was arrested Friday {
wards.
Good dressed
sells for
lantruptcy Acta, except such Uebta as are exprensing bay for parties in town and about β cents round hog. pork
for stealing a fur coat at the Grange J opted by law from such discharge.
But
from
the
wiU go through Grafton and possibly
Dated tnl* 6th day of December, A. D. 1904.
meat cart it can be bought for from 12 Hall at Poland Thursday evening. He
JESSE L. EDWARDS, Bankrupt.
Upton.
and furnished
examination
waived
to 16 cents per pound.
liftORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Percy Brink is quite ill caused by
bonds to appear before the grand jury.
in
the
while
Maine, as.
timbers
or
J
Ustkjct
working
ing heavy
The coat was found in bis possession.
On this 10th day of eccmber, A. D. 1904, on
Denmark.
few

tended Snneook Grange Friday night.

BLUE STORES

Automobile·

riclnlty.

He leaves a

log at

28.1904.

To the Treasurer of The Ola Ladle·1
Some, Norway, Me.:
Enclosed please find money order for
ilghty dollar· for the benefit of the
Some ai a present from Franklin Orange
tnd the citizen· of Woodatock and

died at the home of the latter November
9, after a protracted illness. Miss Barker
West Sumner.
was born in Bethel, July 12, 1838, and
The Snow Bound Reading Club has
was educated in Oould's Academy under
into
received
membership
recently
the tuition of Dr. Ν. T. True. She beM re. Helen Robertson, Mrs. Harriet
came a teacher at the early age of thirHowe and Miss Maude Bates.
teen years, doing as many others at that
Young brothers of South Paris are
time did, alternating
teaching with
operating on their timber lot recently They were brought to recover considera- study. After graduating she continued
Trrmom Τι'tuple.
\nu.iu WrMl,
tion paid to the defendants in settlement to teach with the most unvarying suc- ISO
Uuatun.
purchased of £. G. Doble.
j Mew York CUj
Miss Dot Heald is teaching in the }f their bills, shortly before the petition cess until she had
forty terms of j
taught
cent·.
was
Pleasant Pond school this winter.
«t
in bankruptcy of Voter
Wing
school. Of her Dr. True once said·.! W. O. FBOTHINUHAM, South Parle, D. M.
The directors of Oxford County Tele- filed. The proceedings at that period
"Among all teachers who have gone out FRENCH, Norway.
graph and Telephone Company held a were rapid and somewhat complicated, from my school, no one has enjoyed
but the argument of the plaintiff was greater success or more completely won
meeting in our village on Dec. 7, 1004.
WE need a reliable man (or woman) to sell our
School began Dec. 5th. Mrs. F. R. that the defendant had reason to believe the hearts of their pupils than has Kate family remedies direct to the homes of Mouth
good pay to the right
Voter & Wing insolvent at the time of Barker." About twenty years ago loss Pari*. St udy work and Democrat
McLaughlin is teaching.
Ollice.
The first dinner given by ladies of the the settlement, so that the settlement of health obliged her to give up her person. Address, "D,"
Baptist circle this season was on Wed- constituted a preference and the con- chosen work, and since that time she has
Lost.
nesday, Dec. 7tb, with Mrs. Ryerson sideration paid should be recovered.
been an invalid, for the past fifteen years
entertaining. A good attendance and an
Judgment is ordered for the defend- at the home of her brother, where she
head, white
Female collie,
excollent dinner.
The rescript, was when the last summons came. Burants in all three cases.
brownish
around neck,
A beautiful new flag was raised over which is by Judge Whitehouse, is quite ial took
ring
at
Barbara.
Santa
place
to the
It is a long.
Answers
our school on Tuesday morning.
with
legs.
fine oue 0x10 feet in size. It was securJ. B. Stevenson was counsel for the
Finder please 5
Personal.
name of Fannie.
♦
ed by the school children filling a "soap plaintiff; James S. Wright for the deW. C. COLE,
notify
order" during the summer of 1A04 while fendants.
Me.
State
of
the
Maine
At
the
meeting
much
Miss Heald was teacher, who did
Detective Association at Portland Thursto obtain the fiag. Tho local W. R. C.
Oxford Pomona Orange.
day, A. P. Baseett of Norway was chosen
gave rope, etc. Mrs. Hannah Bates gave
Time, let Tuesday in January, 1005.
to Let.
secretary and treasurer, and Fred A.
The present teacher,
the flag pole.
Place, Norway Grange, Norway. Pro- Porter of Rumford Falls a member of
Mrs. McLaughlin, attended to the work
house, in South
gramme:
the executive committee.
of getting the material together and Mr.
Grange In 5th degree.
with stable, hen
Opening
seven
rooms,
Paris,
H. T. Heath, Mr. H. A. Proctor and Mrs. Routine bu«lneea.
According to the internal revenue fig- house, half an acre of land and fruit
Mb degree.
McLaughlin put in half a day on Mon- Conferring
ures, the retail liquor dealers in Maine
Wumin't half hour.
WALTER H. SWETT,
day putting the pole in place, fitting Paper by Sitter Η. T. Stuart of Norway.
decreased from 958 in 1903 to 430 in trees.
South Paris.
irons, etc. The pupils enjoy the fiag Paper bv Slater Clara Hamlin of Bear Mt. 1904.
much and feel it well worth all effort
Grange.
Papeit to be followed by dlecnailon.
thev made to secure it.

held their last lyceutn
Wednesday evening and school closed
days.
Leroy Abbott is at home from Hebron. Thursday instead of Friday.
Vivian Bearce is at home with a fine
Apple packers are at home for a few
deer, the result of a few days' bunting
days.
A. J. Abbott and wife visited at South trip.
Paris and attended Pomona last week.
Oxford.
Mr. Earl Brown of Boston is visiting
at A. J. Abbott's for a few days.
Mr. Stephen Jordan died Dec. 4th
C. W. Chase is cutting his ice.
illness of several months.
after a
James Ross has gone

woods a
days ago.
Brown of Norway is selling
Mrs.
About fifty neighbors and friends of
Hotel ud Dwelling Burned.
books by subscription to the Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Colby attended their
Fir· at LoveU Saturday afternoon Christmas
in town.
reception held at the residence of Mr. S.
destroyed the American House, and a people
Mrs. Knapp and Mrs. Walter Powers, H. Colby last Wednesday evening.
bona· adjoining the hotel owned by Mrs.
are
both re- Many beautiful wedding presents were
Frank H. Swett The fire started in the who have been very sick,
to report.
contributed, refreshments were served.
hot·! from son· unknown cause. The covering we are pleased
is
Foster
Walter
Mrs.
Mr. James Ingalls, mail carrier of this
spending a few
hotel loss is estimated at about $10,000,
of
Bethel.
Kli
Stearns
Mrs.
with
place to Brownfield, reports seeing a
about hall of which is covered by in- weeks
large buck deer at Buck Bridge Thurssurano·.
North Stoaeham.
day night.
Clarence Files of East Stoneham, who
Rev. Mr. Palmer and sister are at
Con Skop Biniil et Fryeèurg.

One of tb· corn shop· of H. C. Baxter
Λ Brother at Fryeburg was burned
about midnight of Saturday. It was
insured for 1600. Corn, bean· and ma-1
ehinsry were bora«d to th· vain· of
13090 to 99000; insured. Caus· of the

gay in its decorations of red, white and
blue proved a great attraction, and the
Bethel home made candie· bave won
the name of A 1. Corn balls and oandy
were all sold-and a snug sum added to
the treasury. At six o'clock an odor of
coffee proved inviting to a large number
who partook of supper. The ladle* feel
much gratified with the financial success
and although the "books" are not yet
closod, over $112 has already been realized from the sale. The young people
remained for a social hour after supper
but no entertainment was given.
G. C. Bowler of the "News" has been
spending the week in Boston.
Wednesday evening the "Eastern
Star" elected officers and initiated new
Refreshments were served
members.
at "The Howard."
Very much sympathy is expressed for
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan in the critical illThe
ness of their youngest son, Fred.
physicians have pronounced his case
a
and
this
is
medical
skill
very
beyond
heavy blow to the friends and family.
The W. C. T. U. will hold a meeting
next Tuesday. Subject for discussion,
Prohibition: If in any degree a failure
is it the fault of the law or the people?

Contributions (or the Horn·.

Lovell.

Mita Abble Ε. Woodbury baa gone to
tarmlngton to attend the state normal
tobool. Before leaving her friend· of
hi· plaoe gave her a reception and pre·
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$3.00 per dozen,

come

making the best photographs and

nuch less th
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SIFTS

Cottage Studio
elsewhere in

have many inducements to

in and

for these

see

our

them.

prices

of town—besides
ofFer for your patronage, havtown or out

ing just added to our fine equipment three backgrounds, an
elegant large posing chair, a smaller chair and table decorated

in pyrography, that will make many fine poses possible.
\ Ve have on tale more than the usual variety of Calendar·) Burnt
\ Wood, Water Color·, and Bine Print Article·.
Don't

C

verlook these in your search for

gift·.

|

!

FOR

CHRISTMAS!

I bave a LARGE LINE OF BOSTON BAGS from 50 cents to $3.50.
I am selling a nice Leather Lined, 12-incb Boston Bag for 91.25.
My line of SUIT CASES will please you. The prices run from 75

cents to 10.00.
FUR ROBES for the baby from 13.00 to 10.00.
STREET BLANKETS from 85 cent· t(L 15.00.
SLEIGH BELLS from 50 centa to $2.50.

j AMES N. FAVOR, K585e3°sfstthoerI.uckeb
>1 Main St.·

-
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College Saturday.

NOBWAT.

Rev. G. W. Hinckley will
supply tl
pulpit at tbe Baptist church next Su

The December term of the Norwa
Municipal Court wu held on Tueedaj
The docket presents a list of new case
with here and there one settled and dif

Wallace Clifford is at home from Bat M
for the vacation, and is in tl le
posed of.
store of F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Ο* and Mrs. Bial F. Bradbury entei
throuf ;h
the holiday season.

College

SOl'TH PABIS

TkU will Imterw* Mothers.
Mother Gray's 8w*et Powders tor Child re!
Cure Feverlshness, Bad Stomseh, Summer Bowi
Troubles, Teething Disorders, more and régulai
the Uowels and Destroy Worms. T)Ug neverJW
Over 90,000 testimonials. At all druggists, O*
Sample mailed FREE. Address Allen 8. Ola
•ted, Ijt Roy, Ν. T.
Ask tor Allsa's

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
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CHRISTMAS GinS

Our 18~ttL Annual

SALE

CHRISTMAS

Foot-Ease, A Powder
shake into your shoes. It rests the feel
tained the members of the Professions Makes
walking easy. Cures Corns. Bunions, li
Whist Club on Wednesday evening.
_I" "TA· *» 3 45 '· *·, S: 17
A. K. Monte goes to Bellows
growing Nails, Swollen and Sweating feet. A
Fall
all
odI
iiM'lu
àuu
lod).
iay
and shoe stores. 20c. Hon't accep
?·
The
druggists
Woman'e Club was entertainei
day·
Vermont, this week whore he will ret ^
«
substitute. Sample FREE. Address Allé:
by Hon. and Mrs. J. A. Roberts at thei any
before tbe Vermont State
/si *·
S. Olmsted, La Roy. Ν. T.
ι
Grange
home at Norway Lake, Friday evening
iorrti fAïus ννητ omet..
their four days' session.
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should be fortunate
In Lovell, Dec. 4, to the wife of Nelson T. Fox
t M
>uni|»7 School 12 M.;
BOTH USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL, AND SUITABLE FOR YOUNG AND OLD.
enough to secure h 18 election of officers will take place a
„
that time.
ç η two deer sooner.
I a ran.
κ .t' r m. Church I)rayer meeting
μ
In Nnrth Paris, Dec. 3, to the wife of Blla
Uock· -Mi, notothe
k
The attention of the proper officer
McKeen α daughter.
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Subject at the evening meeting at tl e of the town through the postal depart
These are
In Canton, Not 30, to the wife of J. Appletoi
JackelN and Bath Robes.
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thoughful
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7 p. m.; prayer meetlo
Married.
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Miss Iva McArdle.
road officials to see that highways cover
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The finest line in Oxford County.
Clove β and
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ed by rural routes are maintained ii
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A good one for
H,:
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Dec. 3, by Rev. B. 8. Rldeout, Mr
Our advertisers are
-vhool 12 ».; pra -er meei
k
occupying a littl e such condition that they can be traveler Rlon Norway,
The latest styles in color, shape and
...
1.60
Pike and Miss Ins French, both of Norway
A pretty Tie holds an important place, a choice pair
A better one for
m» itng Tu — !av evenini :· more than
χ
their
usual
allowance c f at all seasons. Indifference in this mat
In Fryebnrr. Dec. β, by Rev. Raman N. Stone
Kev J. II. Utile, l'ai to
Crane,
size from Flurlbut, 'Whiting,
The beet made,
while Gloves are
of
is well
space in the Democrat this week. Thei r ter will be considered a sufficient causc Mr. Perler I. Meiu-rve of Brunswick and Mlsi
<
y ^un lay at 2:30 l». )
Clara O. [.ovejoy of Fryeburg.
p
and other leading manufacturers.
Ilurd
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; advertisements are good
servloe.
Kvenlng
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WATERMAN'S
IDEAL,
reading, au i for the withdrawal of rural service*
In Rumfonl Falls, Dec. 8, by Rev. G. A Mar
îuii·!;») S
very needful, of which we have a choice line to select
10 cts. to $1.75 per box.
prospective purchasers of holiday good s from the community."
$2.50 to *«.00
F«
tin, Mr Frank B. O'dham and Ml a Maudt
will find in them many valuable
$ .35 to 2.25
Stubbs
both
of
Rumfonl
Falls
from,
Trlbou,
rjtn MKETIXOS.
A. H. Kenerson, after a month's worl
sugget
In Dlxlleld, Nov. 36, bv Rev. M. Hnlraan, Mr
Régula r tions.
at Charles A. Baker's mill on Sundaj
M -Taris Lodge, No. 94.
\
to protect
An absolute
George B. Carlton of Dlxlleld and Miss Sara)
ITIuffletM.
«venins «nor before fullmoor
χ
·dowel lathes, etc., has Alice Farrington of Mexico.
Kiver,
setting
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The
meei
regular
children's
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Μ.
οf
missionary
the
throat
and
society
returned
his
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home.
lungs.
of each week.—Auror * the Methodist
church. King's Heralds
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The Haverhill postmaster situation
t m l thirl Monday evening
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will give a concert next
Died.
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night
and
thereon
President
RooeeiMi'Q
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by
There will be songs, recitations and 1
\i ,i,t l'ieasant Kebekab Lodge,Nc
,,
ϋ
velt
the candidates for the Norare
1 an·» fourth Fridays of eac » dialogue,
.,·.
Γη Hartford, Dec. 1, Lucius B. Alley, aged 81
An elegant display of the best odors
"Why Work for Missions?" b) way givesoffice
Hall.
>w*'
Fell
post
something new to think yeara.
Iza Marshall, Eula Millett, Murl Monk
-,oa:n ·.:.■■
from Oudnut, Palmer, Goetting, Hess,
Poet, No. 14i«, meet
In Oxford, Dec. 9, Clyde Bedard of Norway,
about.
We understand that the present
iturday evening» of eacl Elsie Chapman, Arthur Ayer, Francii 1
24 years.
Stearns and RickséÉker. In fancy boxes
postmaster is not a candidate for the aged
In Ithaca, Ν. Y., at Netherby, Cornel] Heights,
Chapman, Louise Sumner and Mrs. C1U position,
aonti.:n«· * *·;ι:ΐ"aU.
however.
KeUef Corps meets lire 1
Κ
Dec.
Κ.
25 cts. to $4.50 each. In bulk 25 cts. to
«
7, Gladys M. Hewett, the only child ol
ford. A si'ver offering will be taken fo r
1
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each
month,!]
evenings
A move will be made at the next Professor W. T. Hewett, formerly of South
the work which the children have as
$1.50 per ounce.
Ke :<.-f '·π·- Haû.
session of the legislature for certain Parts, aged 11 years.
uraege, from May 1 to Oct. 1 > sumed.
In Oxford, Disc- 4, Stephen Jordan.
li
th(
:rd Saturday; -luring
changes in the corporation charter to In Wakefleld, Muss., Dec. 1. Charles H.
'c>,
car, meets every Saturday, li
The full list of the committees of th» 1 the end that the village corporation Stearns, a native of Parle, aged 84 years.
In Pawtucket. R. I., Nov. 31, Silas G. Wheeler,
THEN WE HAVE A NICE LINE OF
determine
*,..·· -second and fourth Mondays o: Good Cheer B^iziar to be held by tin may provide police service,
formerly of Bcthe', agel 79years.
In Hiram. Nov. 28, Mrs. Casianda L
widow
ladies of the Universalist Society in Ne* the location of eleotric light, telephone
-t ·ην Itrvok Lodge, No. 181
and telegraph poles; to regulate the of Joseph F. Twltchell, aged 54 years, 3 months,
\
h
Hall. Mar. 1-2, U*>5, is as follows:
fourth Wed ne» lay evening
days.
grade and construction of the village 20In
General Committee—Rev. J H. Little, Mrs. I
South Hiram, Nov. 25, Curtis B. Llbby, aged
'·'■'■
the thing to rest the tired feet in 50c.
o/racti
streets and sidewalks; to provide sys- 16
This year's assortment is by far the
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Everything to please the little folks.
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Mr*.
everj
Η
Little.
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·.■·
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Carter.
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Sun
years. 10 month·", 20 days.
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In Rumford, Nov. 21, Melissa Abbott, aged 76
Mrs. 1 y Vndrews, Mrs. J I» Havnee, Mrs Κ
it Pythian Hall.
tem of sewerage, etc., etc. ; and to raise
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stock of 10-cent games.
A
:
:
:
:
:
we have ever shown.
f.
large
best
to
Peggy Bags,
--f America.—South 1'arlt ν Hall, Mrs. ( harlotte lli w··, Mrs Herberi
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money by taxation for said purposes years.
dressed and undressed. Books in paper
Hilton. Ml»s Iva McArdle.
\
Auto Bags, Wallets, Purses,
Skirt
7, mitts »econ l and fourth Tues
Bags,
within the village corporation.
Also a large line of Men's, Women's and Children's
Hresl .ent of eitch evening—Mr. A. D. l*-trit.
In itolden Cross Hall.
-av. ·..
and linen. The new game, "Sherlock
A great variety of
Card Cases, &c.
—1'arrls Council, No. 1621,
ΟιιηιηΐΚ* on Musi©—Mrs- Vlrgle Wilson.
The elopement of May Foster, daughFor Sale.
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r I Monday evenings at 7 A).
on Entertainment for the secoml
;i.
Holmes." You will want it.
ter of David F. Foster of this town, and
colors and sizes. 5c. to $5 each.
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I
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resident of Norway and divorced recent- Scotch Collie pups.
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Mu i-hy. Mrs. Nellie Andrews, Mr. Irving An
jwi week* vacation.
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man of all work.
They were married in
Halt, Mrs. Hilton.
the vacation.
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[urtn. mli ι '«.'liege for
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Committee on Reception—Mrs
J- H-Little, New Hampshire.
a!i H<«lc and Evelyn Slocum Mrs. Η. Ε Carter, Mr-. Roxanua fc'.der. Mra.
You are always
Μ
Friday evening, Dec. 16, the Pythian
Come i> ami look around.
A good
We are sure you can find something you want.
W. A.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
of Mice Thayer. Mrs. S Ρ Stearns
a minstrel show at
havt ^ in to Boston for a couple
Frothlngham. Mrs. E. A. Li·»by.Mrs. /· i Sisterhood will give
a
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at
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little
used.
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l)ol>le. Mrs. Hlrum Pulslfer, Mrs. Angle I ut'er. ! the Opera House.
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Committee on Supper—Mr·.
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Tucker. entertainment
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Η. N. BOLSTER.
Λ ι.·
Mrs. J. J Merrill Mrs. Α. M. \ate-. Mrs *·■*■ thus the success of the enterprise m»
a while.
Kennev, Mrs. A«hsah>haw. Mrs. Α. Κ .Jackson. assured. Seats for sale at Stone's TueePROBATE
NOTICES.
Food snd lee Cream—Mrs. I. fc. Brei'*· Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. William II. Stiles have Lottie Abbott. Mr- A tt. Bumpns. Mra C. Η ! day evening, Dec. 13th, at 7 ο clock. To all
;
persons Interested In either of the estates
Music by Stearns'Orchestra.
·
ir h--;i>e and gone to Allston.
Thaver. Mrs M, ,,telleiTuMier. Μ».
hereinafter named :
Mrs. -1 F. King. Mrs 11 M. Chilli, Mrs. It. t. i
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Swett of Molunkus
At a Probate Court, held at Fryeburg, In and
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Mi*. Edward Lunt, Miss Grace A.
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Handkerchiefs, Napkins, Towels,
Blankets, Gloves, Hose, Etc,
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Fruit Dishes, Mugs, Hall Lamps and Parlor Lamps in Nickel and Old Brass.
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The Kind You Han Always Bought

CHRISTMAS

USEFUL

CO.

Herald Oak Stoves,
Herald Cooking Ranges,

dou-|

China Tea Sets, Dinner Sets, Pitchers,
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SHURTLEFF

A Hot

Have useful Holiday Gifts
in all Departments.

"ElS;

:

ALBUMS,

GIFTS.

//f

inîants urooas.

At this time of year everyone enters into the spirit of giving, and
this is right for it is "More blessed to give than to receive."
You should select your gifts with a thought to their usefulness,
We have large stocks in all
then your gifts become of real value.

fancy articles, neckwear, pillow tops, etc., Jackets
and Suits this season's styles, marked down one-half price.

departments,

Hand Bags.

new

....

Children's

Umbrellas.

....

Fur Sets.

Bry-1

...

Towels.

Gloves.

Suits and Coats
at Half Price.

...

Laundry Bags.

Knit Shawls.

Annual Christmas Handkerchief Sale.

j

Sweaters.

Bugs.

...

...

Pillow

Tops.

Portieres.

f>atterne,

Table Covers.

Σ

Pin Cushions.

...

followed.

Dec. 2,1904.

■

i

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

ACHED IN EVERY BONE.

—

Carpets

Wool

to close out odd 'patterns

and clean

up stock

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Sts.,

Corner Main and Danforth

MAINE.

NORWAY,

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

Chicago Society Womaa Who Was So
Sick She Could Not Sleep or Eat,
Cured by Don's Kidney Pill·.
When a woman's kidney· go wrong,
her back gives out and every little task
becomes a burden. She is tired, nervous,
sleepless, run down—suffers daily from
backache, heahaches, dizzy «pells, and

beariug-down pains.

Don't worry
imagined "female
troubles." Cure the kidneys and you will
be wolL ltoad how to find tbe cure.
Marion Knight, of 33 N. Ashland Ave.,
Chicago, 111-, member of the Chicago
Federation of Musicians and a well-known
club woman, says: "This winter when I
started to use
Doan's Kidney
Pills I ached in
every bone and
bad in tense
pains in the kidover

cbarye,

Scientific American.

A handsomely Mlnstraled weekly. T.areeet Circulation of any M'ientlBc Journal. Terms. S3 ·
Tear: four months, 91. Sold bj all newsdealer*.

MUNNSCo.»""—' New York
Branch Offlc·. Oft Κ 3t, Washington. D. C.

W. H. Winchester,

No. 3βΟ·—Geographical Acroatlc.
The initiale are those of a country
rhlch is almost as large ae the whole
It possesses three great
rf Europe.
rivers, a variable climate, luxuriant
and numerous species of

regetatlon

inlmals and birds.
1. A part of British India containing
»ne of the large cities of the world.
2. A Swiss mountain frequently ascended by tourists.
3. A Chinese seaport situated on an

island of the

The second ^ek
I began to improve generally,
and before seven weeks had passed I
I had spent hundreds of dolwas well.
lars for medicine that did not help me,
but $G worth of Doan's Kidney Pills re-

stored me to perfect health."
A FREE TlllAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Miss Knight will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-MilSold bf all
buru Co., liuffalo. Ν. Y.
deakrs; prices fifty cents pec box.

Early Risers
*

TBE FAMOUS LITTLE PILLS.

^

For quick relief from Biliousness,
Sick Headache, Torpid Liver, Jaundice, Dizziness, and all troubles aris-

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ing from an inactive or sluggish liver,
DeWitt's Little Early Risers are un-

4. A large gulf which penetrates for
miles into the Netherlands.
B. A watering place in the West Riding of Yorkshire, England.
&. The sei-ond city of France.
870.—Charade.
A mighty power I.
raise
To
things up on high
Or ft* them firm in plac«.
Mo.

are

so

dainty that it Is

No. 37 1.—Numerical Knlema.
a word of seven letters.

take them. One
mfld laxative; two or four act as a
pleasant and effective cathartic. They
are purely vegetable and absolutely
harmless. They tonic the liver.

to

flirt!,

rtirARSO ONLY BY

Sold

Supplies.

Berlin,

reverse

animals.
My 2, 3, myself. My
a mineral.
.My whole is a

some

2, Γ>. <», 1,

continent.

372.—Beheadmenta.
The
Each line suggests a word.
Irst inter is dropped for the succeedNo.

ing liue.

It catches and holds you on your way.
As along neglected paths you stray:
Better trot gently on horseback. I say.
I. t's shorten our Journey as wo may
By crossing the stream through that cov-

ered way

To the foot of yon range of hills

so

gray.

I could not sleep through all the night;
They piled the timbers left and right
Till shadows gray lied with the light.

Ν. H.

173.—Syncopntlona.
Syncopate to limit and have cord.
Syncopate a trick and have Idle talk.
Syncopate to prevent ami have a wild
No.

animal.

rank and have anger.
Syncopate pigment and have gasp.

Syncopate

No. 874.—A Kind of Wheel.

1

■

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

mobbow.
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neer 01
of a century ego did
his sole source of

ii,.» the
tne sun is
not, that
power, all t
chines which he employ· are moit
fulin their use of this
is still more
of
ηΛ insieaa
i
tu
takes his power second hand,
directly m it reach., n· Intb.
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NORWAY.

375.—Connected Square·.
IL

I.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
any R. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PEXLEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.
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WILD

DUCK

FILLETS.

wild duck for roasting in the
same manner, roast, and when done remove the fillets from the breast and trim
neatly into shape. Cut as many heartshaped croutons as there are fillets, fry
them in butter until a golden brown.
Chop the ducks' livers fine, season with
salt pepper and finely chopped parsley.
Add a small quantity of butter to the
mixture and a tablespounful of fiour and
stir to a smooth paste.
Spread the
croutons liberally with this and place
them in a hot oven until browned. Then
arrange the fillets, one on each crouton,
place on a platter in a circle. Fill in the
center with the rest of the eauce, to
which may be added half a cupful of
chopped olives, or serve with orange

to doing this work.
The
This iH the problem
it
in its
engineer has made great
dilution· ho has enormously Improvea
the means by which indirect sun
ta we-terms beat

Prepare

oftomorro*·,

lïn™3"

rS^eUr'b.'
engine

peel

χ χ χ χ χ χ
χ χ χ
χ χ

χ χ χ

χ χ χ

χ'

χ χ χ χ χ χ

I.—1. To confuse. 2. Salty. 3. Point-

ed.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Before You Purchase Any Other Write

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPART

ORANGE, MASS.
regard·
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell
>ew Home " is mad«
less of quality, but the
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
Weftake Sewing44Machines to suit all condition·
51*w Home" stands at th«
of the trade. The
head of all Η1*Ιι-*γ·<Ιρ family sewing machine·
Said by authorised dealer· Mtfjr·

ANNUAL flEETINQ.

Wanted.
We will pay cash for Hemlock
Bark delivered at any R. R. station
within a radius of ico miles of our
Communciate
factory at Canton.
with L. W. Smith Co., Canton, Me.

Easy and Quickt

Soap-Making
BANNER LYE

so-called "dull schol
ar" is so because of some deDon't negfect of the eyes.

Many a

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Bantu-r Ly<e in cold
the
«rater, melt 5 ^ lbs. of grease, pour
and pal
Lye water in the rrease. Stir

lect the eyes of your children.

Sixty Per Cent.

aside to set
<

Pell Directions

Banner Lye is

on

Of all headaches are caused
through defective eyes. Little
eye defects grow to big ones
if not properly and promptly

Every Package

The

pulverised.

can

closed at will, permay be opened and
at a
mitting the use of a small quantity in
It is just the article needed
time.
It will clean paint,
every household.
floors, marl le an J tile wor';, soften water,
disinfect sinks. clo>eb and waste pipe·
Write for booklet "I 'jss ef Sunn*

Ly*"—free.

The Ρηα Chcmi-i.1 Wcri>, Pti'laJclphla
"—
Uarlt· kich*rO>oi ft Co.. Boston.

attended to.

■«muel Richard*

GRADUATE OPTICIAN,
South Parte, Maine.

No. β Pleasant Street,

0*e Hiairte Cough Cure

Delivery has made it
possible
people, miles away from
the publication office, to revel in the
luxury of a newspaper on the day of issue.
The Daily Eastern Argus teems with Local, State, National and
Its Business, Financial and
Foreign News Freeh From The Wires.
Shipping Departments, Sports, Music and Drama and Women's Interests
Desirable Home Paper.
Demoare features that make it A Most
cratic in politics it will continue to advocate that party's principles
Rural

1803

Free

1905

for

in its famous fearless manner.
The Weekly Argus—whose readers also receive the Saturday
Argus Free—practically covers the same ground as that of the
in condensed form,

special

attention

being given to

Maine

Financial, Market and Shipping Reports.

is sent for 50 cents
per month or 16.00 per year in advance,
and |7.00 at the end of the year.
The

Tee

Daily Argus

Daily

Daily,
News, Business,

EASTERN ARGUS PUB. GO.
99 FXrHANGE ST.

Weekly Argus,—INCLUDING

EDITION of the
Daily—One copy, one year, 11.50 in
adrancu or 12.00 at the eid of the year.
Club· of 5, |6.00 in advance.
THE

SATURDAY

1VTAT NB.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO. DEALER

ster.

5. A

mythical

mon-

place

of eucrifice. 2. Huge.
3. A narrow path. 4. Nimble. 5. To
let again.
2. To
III.—1. That which abates.
scold. 3. Rightly. 4. A peculiar com0.
bination of i>uiley8.
ϋ. A uegro.
II.—1. À

Taps again
No.

îi7t».—Ternituatlona.

IKuch wurd ends in u number.]
To delight lu exceedingly.

Consequently.
The annual meeting of the Oxford
The base of a column.
Countv P. of H. Mutual Fire InsurTo flow forth.
ance Co. will be held at South Paris
To make bright.
on Saturday, Dec. 31, 1904, at 10
To alleviate.
o'clock, A. M.. in Parie Grange
Bound to Make Ilia Mark.
Hall, for the election of officers and
Fond Mother (to teucher)—Dou't you
other business that may come before
think my boy hound to make his mark?
said meeting.
It seeuie
Teacher—1 am afraid so.
H. D. HAMMOND, Pres.
for him to learu to write.
impossible
CHAS. EDWARDS, Secy.

THE DULL SCHOLAR.

with

4. To scoff.

IN COAL AND WOOD.

Key to the Puaaler.
No. 339.—Reversals : Drawer, reward.
Reed, deer.
Reviled, deliver.
Dray,
yard. RooJ, door.
No. 300.—Illustrated Rebuses: 1. One
2. Nothing
extreme follows another.
uew under the sun.
No. S«»l.—Charade: Sat-u-rute.
No. 302.—Carpenter's Tools: Screws.
Calipers. Gimlet. Vise.
Να 303.—Changed Heads: Ulysse·
S. Grant. Andrew Jackson. 1. Us, as.
2. Low, now. 3. Year, dear. 4. Said,
7.
raid.
5. Sat, eat.
(λ Ear, war.
Sack. Jack. 8. Sir, air. 0. Gap, cap.
12.
11. Aerial, serial.
10. Rid, kid.
Nat, oat. 13. Took, nook.
No. 304.—Arithmetical Puzzle: C-hart.
V-ague. V-lce.
No. 30Ô.—Word Squares: 1.—Bare,
Amen. Rend. Ends.
2.—Sag. Are.
Get.
No. 300.—Metagram: Pest, zest, test,
rest. vest. Jest, best.
No. 307.—Disguised Celebrities: L
Faraday. 2. Cobdeu. 3. Ruskiu. 4.
Wordsworth. 5. Marryat.
No. 308.—Nations: Nomination. FaeProcrastinaTermination.
elnutlon.
tion.
MOTHERS BE CAREFUL
of the health of your children. Look
out for Coughs, Colds, Croup and Whooping Cough. Stop them in time—One
Minute Cough Cure is the beet remedy.
Harmless and pleasant. Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff Λ Co.

Judge—Were you

ever

in

prison?

Witness—Well, not exactly; still I'm
now serving a life sentence.

Judge—Why,

how's that?
Witness—I'm married.

Remove the microbes which impoverish the blood and circulation.
Stops all
trouble that interferes with nutrition.
That's what Hollister's Rocky Mountain
Tea will do. 35 cents. Tea or tablet
form. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A
Co.

Singleton—What

was

your notion for

P^ess

βηβ/|ί?

enerj,, mg

which will take up the
solar
energy as the sun delivers it and convert
that energv-wastefully, to be sure-mto
a form .uitable for use; but the problem

ί

S'hiâ^by" «"ϊωΤ

"»r5

their way to a higher step of safety and
comfort and of enjoyment
ThU does not mean that the skill 0
worker «ill ever «·»

thl individual
thin thé

the
1
rpuA time c&d never come
oranges thinly, leaving the white, and
.killed hand and ttaflttinR
small
French
with
cat into fancy Hhapes
tool will not be eagerly
vegetable cutters. Hrown together a
eat
rid
But it does mean that the grea
and
of
Hour
each
butter,
tablespoonful
tool. o. men
rubbed smooth; add to it gradually a
v.up of brown stock and seasoning of salt,
β work to-day mu.t be able
puptika and a pinch of cayenne. Just
before serving add the juice of two
oranges, the rind shapes, and a dash of The man who can do thi. is the
engineer,
nutmeg if desired.
of

80"fhJh^
jreooloojer

ri:™rttame.o'rv„r,r«Aic:

DRESSING

FOR DUCKS.

excellent with tlie»e great world probloms will at himA self for the work of the engineer.
nice stuffing is made with two cupfuls of
Sad Domestic Blow.
mashed potatoes, mixed with one cupful
The honeymoon hadn't even begun to
of English walnuts chopped fine and
Rhoot the chutes when he came home
seasoned with salt and pepper.
one evening and found her crying as if
FOWLS.
OF
SELECTION
her heart would break.
Geese are found in the market through"Why, darling, what in the world is
out the year. A goose twelve weeks old the matter?1' ho asked.
is called a "green goose." These may
"O, J-John," she sobbed, "I'm sodbe found in the market from May to discouraged I d-don't know w-what to
September. The young geese, which, do."
hatched in May and June, are fattened
"What is it, little wifie?" he queried
for the fall market, appearing in Septem- as he gathered her into his arms.
ber and continuing through January,
"I w-worked all a-afternoon making
are called
"goslings." These young c-custard pies b-because you are so
without
roasted
often
are
birds
choice
f-fond of them," she replied, "and t-they
all t-turned out s-sponge cakes. Boostuffing.
Geese need to be thoroughly scrubbed hoo-oo!"
on the outside, because they are bo inBEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.
filtrated with fat, which oozes out of
"DeWitt's is the only genuine Witch
every poro and becomes mixed with dust
and dirt. These birds are no more clean- Hazel Salvo" writes J. L. Tucker of Cenly in their habits than are hogs, so that tre, Ala. "I have used it in my family
they need a good bath with even soap for Piles, Cuts and Burns for years and
and water, given with a brush. This can recommend it to be the best Salve
scrubbing must be done before the bird on the market. Every family should
is drawn. They should also be singed keep it, as it is an invaluable household
Draw them, remedy, and should always be kept on
before their ablutions.
wipe and rub inside with half an onion, hand for immediate use." Mrs. Samuel
sprinkle lightly on the inside with salt, Gage, of North Bush, Ν. Y., says: "I
pepper and sage. If the prune or other had a fever sore on my ankle for twelve
dreesing is used, omit the onion and years that the doctors could not cure.
sage. Truss neatly and place goose on All salves and blood remedies proved
rack in dripping-pan. If the goose is worthless. I could not walk for over
extremely fat it is better to baste it with two years. Finally I was persuaded to
boiling water instead of dripping. Some- try DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, which
It is a
times it is necessary to dredge the bird has completely cured me.
DeWitt's Witch
with flour after each basting, during the wonderful
relief."
last half of the cookiqg process. Cook Hazel Salve cures without leaving a
from one and one-half to three hours, or scar. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff *& Co.
until the joints will separate easily.
Sharpe—Yes, the fat lady in the
FOR ROAST GOOSE.
STUFFED ArPLES
museum is an acquaintance of mine.
These are especially nice. Pare and
Whealton—H'm! I suppose that is
core the number of large tart apples re- what you'd call "having a wide acof
quired and place them in the bottom
quaintance."
To two cupfuls of white
a large pan.
NO MORE SUFFERING.
of
a
a
stock add
teaspoonful
bay-leaf,
minced onion, and salt and pepper to
If you are troubled with indigestion
Simmer for twenty minutes, get a bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
taste.
strain and pour over the apples in the and see how quickly it will cure you.
pan. Cover and simmer until they can Geo. A. Thomson, of Spencer, la., eays:
be pierced with a fork. Carefully re- "Have had Dyspepsia for twenty years.
Kodol
move from the stock and set aside to My case was almost hopeless.
cool. Blanch two cupfuls of chestnut Dyspepsia Cure was recommended aud I
meats. Slice and cover with the stock; used a few bottles of it and it is the only
add four teaspoonfuls of currant or thing that has relieved me. Would not
Have doctored with
green-grape jelly and a little salt and be without it.
paprika. Arrange the apple as a gar- local physicians and also at Chicago, and
nish around the goose on the platter. even went to Norway with hopes of getServe with the sauce.
ting some relief, but Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure is the only remedy that has dune
FOR ROAST GOOSE.
DRESSING
PRUNE
me any good, and I heartily recommend
Soak one-quarter of a pound of choice it. Every person Buffering with Indigesadd
two
for
hours, drain,
boiling tion or Dyspepsia should use it." Sold
prunes
Boil
water to cover, and partially cook.
by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
one cupful of rice for five minutes, drain,
and add it to the prune water and as
"Father, what's the differeuce between
much more water as is needed to cook a lunch and a luncheon?"
the rice until nearly done. Season with
"About a dollar and a quarter, my
salt to taste. Stono the prunes and cut boy."
of
in small pieccs; add half a cupful
blanched chopped almonds. Mix two
All who use atomizers in treating
tableepoonfule of melted butter with the nasal catarrh will get the best result
rice and add the nuts and prunes, with a from Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Price,
sprinkling of paprika, and, if desired, including'tube, 75 cents. Sold by druggrate in some nutmeg. Mix thoroughly gists or mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Warren
and stuff the goose with it.—Ex.
Street, New York.
New Orleans, Sept. 1, 1900.
I sold two bottles
Messrs. Ely Bros.
Any woman who is a good houseto a customkeeper likes to have nice linen. A of your Liquid Cream Balm
1415 Delachaifo
pretty fancy, juet imported, is the use er, Wm. Lamberton,
of sheets and pillow-cases made with a St., New Orleans; he has used the two
colored border. These borders are of bottles, Riving him wonderful and most
red, blue, pink, pale green, yellow and satisfactory results.
Geo. W. McDuff, Pharmacist.
tan. They are hemstitched to the sheet
and are from eight to fifteen inches
Maude—I never carry my pocket book
wide. Initials of the same color as the
in my hand when I am shopping.
border can also bo worked on the sheets
Clara—Why not?
and pillow-cases. A set of six sheets
Maude—Because I'm afraid some one
and pillow-cases each with a different
it from me.
colored border, and marked with colored might snatch
Clara—Is it an expensive one?
initials to match, would make a novel
and attractive wedding present.

Turkey dressings

χ χ χ χ χ

Bitters Cleanse the System
and Purify the Blood J®

are

What is CASTORIA

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine .nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
Feverisliness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
and

Castoria is

REDUCED RATES.

$1 00.
91.00
ftiR-eroouis,
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, and India Wha'f, Boston,

I

Important to Mother·.

allays

Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates tliu
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

....

daily except Sunday, at 7 p.
Freight rates always as

m.

low

as

a

goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.

Portland to Boston,

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

other lines.

J.

F. LISCOMB,

Agent.

Franklin V4 harf,

Portland, Me

Ills of

"TKY A 1'IECK WITH ME."
that last band of English soldiers. It
will last me a month ut least, and all
for nothing."
"Well, I shan't touch it. I don't be·
llere In eating strange foods," said the

Childhood
IJver, Rt.imach anil lîowcl
f plaint».
blood disorder», feverishcom·

Saying which 3he took out a yeast
coke from the l>ox and ate it and gave
him α piece also.
"It's pretty good," said both. "Mukes
said she after
you thrlsty, tlu.ugh,"
eating nearly the whole box.
Both took α large drink of water at
the sjirlnu. But, terrible to relate, the
their
yeast began to work and lifted
heads higher and higher and strained
their poor necks all out of proportion
until they stood eighteen feet high
from toe to crown. "Oh, dear, I wish
we hadn't eaten them," said Eve.

ATTENTION FARMERS!
The Oxford Democrat

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer
FOR ONE YEAR

Picture Frames

"Yes: you'll have to pet your supper
Serves you
off α tree top tonight.
rlf;ht: you tempted me," said Adam

And from that day to this the giraffe
has had a long neck. Don't meddle.—
St. Louis Post-IHsputch.

Mats, Mirrors

Men.

Since more boys than girls are born
In the countries of western Europe, the
proportion being 1,040 to 1.000 boys to
every 1,000 girls, how can we account
for the fact that there are more women
these countries? To this
than men

&

Mouldings s,l.
G adc Portrait Work

High

in.

question M. de Variguy, a French scientist. replies at length in a leading
"Since there are more
I'aris paper.
women, although more men are born,"
he says, "we must conclude that more
men die than women because they are
not as healthy. There is no other solution, and, moreover, all the obtainable facts point In the same direction.

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepb and Oil a specialty,

are ulmost always more
than boys. Many persons think
the principal reason why more
men die thaj women is because they

Nichols St.,

lead

boys

are

born

than girls,

but, though
truth In this, It can-

there may be

some

not be the sole solution of the problem, as the mortality among males Is
greatest during their eurly years, be-

fore they know what vice or intemperance means."

Savnut'N Klr*t to Wear Madtchei,
In Greece and Home no mustaches
were worn without beards, but In the
conquering days of tlie Roman empire
several half civilized races who had
come partially under the Influence of
the Romans and who wished to be rid
of the name of barbari, or wçavers of
beards, attempted to shave lu Imitation
of their conquerors, but as they had
very Imperfect Implements for the purpose and as the upper lip Is notoriously the hardest part of the face to shave
In the case of any one poorly skilled
In the art they were unable to make a
clean job of It and left a quantity of
hair on the upper lip. This mark was
characteristic of several nations on the
confines of Roman civilization, of the
Qauls In particular, of the Daclans and
The Latin language has
some others.
no

word for mustaabe.

The Dlataace to the Sua.

If the water In the Atlantic ocean
made to fill a circular pipe reaching from the earth to the sun, a distance of 03.000,0Π0 miles, the diameter
of the pipe would be 1,837 yards, or,
rather, over a mile, while a pipe of
similar length to contain the Pacific
would be over one and three-quarter
miles across. Yet the distance to the
sun is so great that if a child were
born .with an ar-m long enough to reach
to the sun It would not live long
enough to know that It had touched It,
were

for sensation passes p.loug our nerves
at the rate of 100 feet a second, and to
travel from the sun to the earth at
that rate would take one and α half
centuries, and such an abnormal Infant is an unlikely centenarian.—

Longman's Magazine.

The Valae of Freah Air.

In the museum connected with the
Edinburgh university Is an exhibit
that Is a striking object lesson of the
A professor has
value of fresh alf.

secured the lungs of an Eskimo, a
Londoner and a coal miner. He has
had them preserved by chemical process, and they are now side by side In
The Eskimo's-lungs are
a glass case.
pure white, the Londoner's lungs are a
dirty brown, and the coal miner's lungs

The Eskimo bad kept
are Jet black.
his lungs clean not because he knew
more about breathing than the Londoner or the coal miner, bnt because
he lived In a land of snow fields and
spent hie time In the open air.
Whoa the Hand la Klaaed.

In Germany and Austria the custom
still prevails among the upper classes
of society of the men kissing the
hands of the ladles, Hthongh the practice has been abandoned In England,
Scandinavia, Spain, etc., as well as In
France, except among certain of the
members of the ancient regime In the
Faubourg St. Germain at Paris. In
Austria the women are accustomed to
make a distinction between the right
Thus the right
and the left hand.
hand Is extended to be kissed by Inferiors, while the left, as nearest the
heart, Is reserved for the kiss of peo-
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Every

Every

Farmer

Farmer

Wide=Awake
who is interested in tho news of
Oxford County should
Paris

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

an^l

subscribe for a

L. M. TUFTS,

yet
girls

Intemperate lives;

FOR

and Pictures,

sulkily.

More
there
alive
that

CITY.

TMC CKMTAUH COMPANY, TT «URMV «ΤΒΙΙΤ. NCW

of
It Ih a wonderful tonic uml hullder
Makes weakly chilflesh and mimcle.
For over SO
dren strong and rotund.
mothers
y On m lined nnd prnlned hy drue .'lata.
everywhere. 3ô ivnt» at nil

your Evle."

Healthier Than

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Dr. True'» Elixir

"You know you won't refuse

Women

The Kind Yoi Have Always Bought

iiervoiime»·. mid the Irrlintlnc uiiil ili'l.lilrutlnK condition*
rebrought on hy worms, are quirkly
lieved Iiinl iH'rnmiiently cured by

husband decidedly.
"Oh, try a piece with Lie, dear," she

pleaded.

^

ne*.»,

Good Local

SOUTH PARIS.

Weekly Newspaper

keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all

to

items of interest to himself and

Nasal

family.

GATARiiH

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

In all lu étapes there

ihuuU be clcuuliuers.

Ely's Crcnm Balm

admirably supply your
wants for county news and prove
a
welcome visitor in every
will

clcaocs, soothes find heals
'.ho dijc&jcd me:ubrane.
It cures catarrh an ί drives
way α cold in tl:o head

household.

quickly.

Cream I>alm Is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane mid is absorbed. Relief U immediate and a care follows. It le not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Druggist or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY UKOTUERS, 66 Warren Street, New York.

E. W.

ίΙΙΛΝΙΗ,ΕΚ,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish
Size or Stylo at

If In wnnt of any kind of Finish for InsMe or
Pine Lum
>utslile work, send In your orders
•or and Shingles on hand Cheap fur Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Ma^bd Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.
F„ \y. CHANDLER,

M.tre

'V>M Sumnm

NEEDS

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

him the experience of
advanced
the
in all
and
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
prollts from the farm, and with
special matter for every member of his family.

to give
.others

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,
will post you every week

on

important agricultural topics
tho day, and show you how

all
of
to

make money from tiro farm.

us

the

money with the order can secure
the Democrat and Tribune Farmer

One Year For $1.75.

DOORS anil WINDOWS of any
reasonable prices.

Also Window ά Door Frames.

Up=to=Date

Any person sending

over

CUT THIS OUT—SEND T0=DAY
λ

V

Ô

$

Λ

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
South Paris, Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
below The Oxford
you will please send to the address
for One Year:
Farmer
Tribune
Democrat and New-York
Send Democrat to.

Send Farmer

I have a large stock of new
pianos and Organs, and have
some nice tiades in second

NOTE,

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
ease, Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new,
for $185·
One walnut case Γοοίο piano, almost

new, for $900, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers it Pond piano,
walnut case, for $350, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Ruinford Falls, 11 s tops, that I will sell at a
great trade.

One second hand Ëstey organ at South
now, for $5.1.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for $45.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six

I'arie, almost

to.

Signed

hand instruments,

The

Papers may be

sent to different

addresses if desired

QUAKER RANGE

octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost 9125, for $65.

One second hand square piano,
one, for $115, worth $140.

a

nice

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W.

J.

Wheeler,

BILL'SNH

BLOCK,

**·ι»1Ιι Pnr!«.

ΉηΙη»*

A. W. Walker & Son.

The nickel rails

Dealers

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT

yard.

Stroae;

All Counterfeits, Imitations and"Juet-as-good"are Imt
health of
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the
Infiuite and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Eastern Steamship Company.

It will be only a very short time now Rrantna carefully every bottle of
CAJBTOHIA,
before Christmas will be with us again a >*fe end enre remedy for Infanta and children,
Weaderly—Because be arrived on the and the shoppers will soon be flooding and
see that it
lirst of the month ; that's the answer.
in
the stores all looking for something new
to give as a present. A nouveau te from
If you haven't time to prepare Hollis- Paris which has just been brought over
ter's Rocky Mountain Tea, it is now is a "vanity case." These cases are
made in tablet form also. Get a package small enough to be carried in a handbag b Uw For Over SO Years.
Die Kind Toe Βm Always Boofht
all ready to use. Makes you well; keeps or in your pocket, and are made of
Orin
Stevens; leather or silver with a pocket on either
you well; 3ft cents.
f. A. Shurtleff & Co.
side of the opening. They contain a
"Can you tell me," asked the traveler,
-ALSOsmall mirror, a powder box, a small "how far it la to Dunkville and return?"
Aunt Jane—"Edith, didn't I see Mr. comb, a case of court-plaster, and a pair
rank.
social
of
the
lank
Tenneueean, ple
equal
"Well," replied
Cement sidewalks made in 18 and
Sweetser kissing you in the hall last of tiny curling-irons. A gift of this "it's a right smaht distance down theh,
Soldier.
A
Bear
sort will be appreciated by the woman but I ain't never notioed how fah it i·
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square 1
aight?"
Cements steps made to order.
The Westminster Gazette reports the
Edith—'Tee, but it was only in re- living out of town who wishes to look back."
well and doesn't want the bother of carmembrance of former days."
cose of an English officer who was staSouth Paris, Maine.
A PLEASANT PILL.
Aunt Jane—"A sort of souvenir spoon, rying a bag full of toilet articles.—Ex.
tioned for two years at Cairo and who
No PiU is as pleasant and positive as never took the trouble to go out to
[ suppose you mean."
Wanted.
Many of the newest waists blouse not DeWitt's Little Early Risers. DeWitt's look at the pyramids. In explaining
only in the front but have a slightly fall Little Early Risers are so mild and ef- his failure to see those landmarks of
AT hen you feel like sighing—sing,
of St. Nicholas Magafive
First
years
fective that ohlldren, delicate ladies and
and blousod back.
iighing will never pleasure bring,
and zine bound or unbound in good conweak people enjoy their cleansing effect, progress be said, "What. 1th polo
..earn to laugh, you can laugh and
Address, giving price,
The high girdles will be more in while strong people say they are the beat parties and bridge and/trlcket I never dijtion.
laugh right
EDWARD L. PARRI8, Ja.,
will liver pills sold. Sold by 7. ▲. Shurtleff bad « minute to mjMlf."
iy taking Rocky Mountain Tea at sight evidence than belts, and the figure
Paris, M·.
A Co.
be more defined thaivever.
,
Ma
V. A. Shurtlaff Λ Go.

calling your baby Bill?

The Kind You Have Always Bought* and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under hi» pcrsona^ eupervieion since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.

Portland Division.

r'f£

Dower

The True"L.F." Atwood'·

..

ducks, and hominy is largely used.

ο ο ο ο ο
111.
ο υ ο ο υ
ουυυχχχχχχοοοο

greatest bargain."
"What is it, my dear?"
"It's a lovely box of marshmallows,
all done up In silver paper, left here l>y

ienearly

-i»-

—

not bother with trees.
'
One day Ere came running to Adam,
the
found
I've
Baying, "Oh, Adam,

Ev*n

àsrstf
pounds

"Allow me to writ· 70a these
'
few "nes t0 ,et you 'U10W
t
17
U*
red
tiim
have taken one bottle of pif
"L. F.'Bitters (or my blood, and
gutter
am pleased to say that I am (eel··
a
than he
lng now as I hare not (elt for
long time, In (act, ten years. I
had felt am
recommending your True "L.
—,
Ill 1 Cn
p.· enters to all my (rlendaand
telling them what good It haa
Years
done (or me. You may use my
Alfred J.
name i( you wish."
Pooler, Fairfield, Maine

Made

giraffes

for each square yard of BU*ra®®·
after we deduct the loss occas oned
Kvthe absorption of the earth's atmos-

r^ob-maklng

WANTED.

Optician.

·ηη

There were two giraffes who kepi
house together In tie desert of Timbuktu.
They were a young couple
who had reœntly been mnrrled, and'
because of their lnquisltlyenees I have
called them Adam and Eve.
They were short and sleek and spot- ;
η
ted, with necktf no longer than
of the
I
in
the
for
speak
days
pony's,
ate grain like a horse and did:

nower

ORANGE SAUCE.

So.

HILLS,

*ccePt®JtwtIîJ

this maybe
certainty, it is not so easy to prediclt th
method the engineer

hîtta world

Jeweler and Graduate

The Meddlesome Giraffe

hsree -"Hr
^But while

Grateful Praise

ΑΠ Λοίυ*1 Story Por
Little Polks

TO-

OF

one foot in on* mnnte and this
is continuous. Almost all tn
energy at the present time goes to waste,
or as the scientific men say, ie
dissip
ed" A little of it is used in warming
the air evaporating the water, and in
Prepare a duck as for roasting. Then other way.i tat th. greater part i.
cut the meat away from the bones in radiated into space.
small pieces. Place them in a saucepan,
Think what could be done with this
with two tableepoonfuls of
butter, power if the engineer
all
mon'»
over
remove
brown
for ten minutes,
use
What power goes to waste
and put into the butter one tablespoonful of flour. Cook till smooth, stirring
constantly. When it is brown, put the
duck back in it, stir all together and
pour over it a half-pint of owlinary red
or white wine.
The wine should not be
Add one pint of good broth, eea- »n<Tinper KUEKest the use of it wnen w
sweet.
a
son with
level teaspoonful of salt, onestrike made the ordinary means of
quarter the quantity of black pepper, warmth and light so Expensive?
medium-sized white onions, one
two
u
bouquet of two sprigs of parsley, one t
d
clove, and a bay-leaf. Cook for an hour
a
saucein
covered
but
slowly
constantly

Shave off the yellow

MASONIC BLOCK,

Telephone Connection.

Catalogues sent on application.

PBOBLXM

pan.

by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

J. WALDO

In selecting ducks or geese observe
that they have soft, fat, smooth, pliant
yellow feet and tender wings. The
meat should be thick on the breast bone,
and the windpipe break easily when
pressed with the thumb and finger. The
feet of wild ducks are of a reddish color,
while those of tame ducks are thicker
and of a yellowish color. To prepare
the dock for roasting, pick, singe, draw
and wipe thoroughly; then sprinkle with
salt, rubbing it in with the hands. Stuff
the duck and place in a baking-pan with
the bottom well covered with hot water
in which a teaspoonful of salt has been
dissolved. The oven should be very hot.
Baste and bake for one hour if the duck
is young, or one hour and a half if old.
One rule for sauce will answer for all
baked poultry.
Remove the bird and
pour from the pan all the fat except four
tablespoonfuls. To this add two tablespoonfuls of Hour. Stir till smooth.
Chop the giblets fine—which should be
previously boiled in a pint of water till
tender—and add to the fiour. Then add
the water they were cooked in. Season
with salt and pepper and a teaspoonful
Stir constantly
of kitchen bouquet.
until the mixture boils and is smooth.
Turn at once into a sauceboat. Ducks
are rarely carved at table .as there is
such a small portion of meat on the
back. The duck is placed on the platter
in the same pusitionas turkey. Insert
the fork firmly across the bridge of the
breast-bone; begin at the wing and cut
down to the bone in long, thin slices

of gone. My
5. G, 8 Is v«ry cold. My 3, 4, δ. 0 is
a name.
My 4, 5, β, 3 is a useful
prnin. My 5. 4, 3 is passion. My 7, 4, parallel with the breast-bone; remove
2 Is a member of the body. My 3. 4, 7 slices from the bone.
Is an epoch.
My 2, 5. 0. 3 are troubleΒΛΙ.ΜΙ OF DUCK WITH OLIVES.

5, 7. 2, 3 Is the

I. C. DeWttt & Co.» Chicago

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

-

act as a

My

I am

a pleasure

to two

I am a metal base.
And underneath the sea
Men dig and delve for me.
Of me you all have two;
To whSub these lines so tru·
Will bring the key to view.

«

equalled.
They act promptly and never gripe.
They

same mime.

many

I could barely
eat enough to
I felt a
live.
change for the
better within a
I began eating

week.

KÏCGINÏKBING

ΓΗΚ

Sun.

Roast Ducks and Geese.

neys and pelvic organs. The
urine was thick
and cloudy, and

heartily.
Anrnne sending α «ketch and description mr
an
(julckl/ ascertain <·ι:γ opinion frw« whether
ιιι*·ιιΐι·»ι ι» proiiali'r patentable. Communie#
Hons strictly ('onUdoiiLlul. iiiuidbookcii 1'atentt
Miit free. UMest MtM) ftTHMlM patenta.
I'aients U»fi through Muun A Co. receive
in tbe
Without
*wcki<

Uomepondence on topic· of interest to the Ml*
U aouetted. Addiea· : Editor Qohsmakkup
Coia'MK, Oxford Democrat, Part·. Malsu.

Harnessing The

in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts.
50 cts.

0own ",d

50 cts.. week..

Variety 8tor·, Norway.

